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DAY OF SOLIDARITY with Ukrainian Political Prisoners

WCFU, youth groups issue
Day, of Solidarity appeals

UNA execs reject charges
of Supreme Assembly 11

JERSEY CITY, N.J. - The Human zations in the West have adopted
Rights Commission of the World Con January 12 as a day expressing solida
gress of Free Ukrainians and the U.S. rity with and support of Ukrainian
national executive boards of three political prisoners, the WCFU went on
youth organizations - Plast Ukrainian to say that on that date hunger strikes
Youth Organization, the Ukrainian should be conducted and non-Ukrai
American Youth Association (SUM-A) nians should be informed about the Day
and the Organization of American of Solidarity and the reasons behind it.
Youth of Ukrainian Descent (ODUM)
In their appeal, Plast, SUM-A and
— have issued appeals to the Ukrainian ODUM called on Ukrainian parents,
community at large to observe Tuesday, youths and the entire Ukrainian com
January 12, as the Day of Solidarity munity to observe January 12 with
with Ukrainian Political Prisoners.
hunger strikes and other actions.
It was on January 12 in 1974 that
They urged parents and youth leaders
Vyacheslav Chornovil, Ukrainian jour to explain the reasons behind the Day of
nalist and human-rights activist staged Solidarity with Ukrainian Political
a hunger strike to mark the second Prisoners to the youths; to observe the
anniversary of his arrest and of the mass date with some appropriate act; to
arrests of Ukrainian intellectuals in explain the observance of the day to
1972. Since 1976 political prisoners in non-Ukrainians in their areas; to write
the USSR have observed that date as letters and help youths in writing letters
the Day of the Ukrainian Political to the press, senators and representa
Prisoner with hunger strikes.
tives, state legislators and to the presi
Ukrainians in the diaspora have come dent of the United States in order to
to observe January 12 as the Day of publicize the Day of Solidarity and to
Solidarity with Ukrainian Political point out that Ukrainian political
Prisoners.
prisoners are giving their very lives in
In its appeal to Ukrainians in the free defense of national, political, religious
world, the WCFU Human Rights Com and human rights; to send letters of
mission called for mass actions such as greetings to Ukrainian political priso
sending telegrams and letters to free- ners and to send copies of those letters
world governments and urging them to to official representatives of the Soviet
demand therelease'of political priso Union in the United States.
ners, members of the Ukrainian Helsinki
"Let us show our sisters and brothers
Group and all who struggle for human in Ukraine that they are not alone in
and national rights.
their struggle for freedom and justice
Noting that Ukrainian youth organi for our nation," the appeal concluded.

JERSEY CITY, N.J. - The Ukrai
nian National Association's Supreme
Executive Committee has released a
statement outlining its position on the
declaration issued by 11 members of the
UNA Supreme Assembly who formed a
group calling itself the Committee for
Law and Order in the UNA.
The Executive Committee's state
ment was drawn up on December 29 at
its latest meeting at the UNA head
quarters here.
The supreme officers stressed that the
Committee for Law-and Order In the
UNA is not an official Soyuz body, nor
was it elected or approved by the
Supreme Assembly/which is the UNA's
highest body between quadrennial
conventions.

Freedom House releases 198J
Comparative Survey of Freedom
NEW YORK - The Freedom House
worldwide survey reports that 1981 was
not a good year for freedom. Poland,
which suffered the sharpest loss, led the
decline in freedoms. Few countries
advanced and losses greatly out
numbered the gains.
The most dramatic loss of freedom
was suffered by Poland when, in midDecember, the military leaders imposed
martial law, suspended the Solidarity
union; detained its leaders and former
Communist Party leaders, and severely
restricted civil rights. Earlier gains,
which allowed Poland to be the only
Communist country rated "partly free"
for most of the year, were harshly
curtailed in December and are in danger
of being crushed.
Before, the. Polish suppression the

Comparative Survey of Freedom listed
as not free 2.002 billion people - 44
percent of the world's population. The
addition of Poland's 36 million people
would raise this to 1038 billion or 44.8
percent).
Even without changing the status of
Poland, the percentage of the world's
free population dropped again. There
are 1.632 billion living in 54 free nations
and 27 related territories (35.86 per
cent). Some 916 million people live in
49 countries and 23 territories that are
partly free (20.14 percent), and 2.002
billion people reside in 62 countries and
four territories regarded as not free (44
percent).
The 44-paee assessment of human

The Executive Committee denied the
allegations made by the I I-member
group in its statement that was pub
lished in the August 12, 1981, issue of
the Homin Ukrainy weekly of Toronto.
The UNA executives also said they
"strongly condemn" the statement by
the 11 Supreme Assembly members.
For the information of Weekly readers
who may not be familiar with the
declaration of the so-called Committee
for Law and Order in the UNA - a
statement that was previously published
only itrthe Ukrainian language - in
addition to the Supreme Executive
Committee's position, we are publish
ing the 11-member group's statement in
English translation.
The texts of both statements follow.

Statement of the UNA
Supreme Executive Committee
The Supreme Executive Committee of the Ukrainian National
Association, at its meeting on December 29, 198.1, thoroughly
reviewed the matter of the statement issued by the 11 members of the
so-called Committee for Law and Order in the UNA, which is
composed of: Bohdan Futey, Prof. John Teluk, Tekla Moroz, Askold
Lozynskyj, Anna Haras, Wasyl Didiuk, Myroslaw Kalba, Mykola
Chomanczuk, Roman Kuropas, Michael Soroka and Eugene Repeta.
This statement was published in the weekly Homin Ukrainy on August
12, 1981. Taking into consideration also the opinions of members of
the Supreme Assembly as regards this statement, the Supreme
Executive Committee unanimously affirms:
1. We categorically reject as completely unfounded the charge
against the Supreme Executive Committee that it allowed "a series of
by-laws violations." The so-called Committee for Law and Order in the
UNA did not specify what these violations were, nor did it present any
proof of such violations.
2. We deny the statement by the aforementioned 11 members of the
Supreme Assembly to the effect that some kind of "by-laws violations"
caused losses in UNA membership following the 13th Congress of
Ukrainians of America. In fact, the UNA has consistently shown losses
in membership for years, and such a decrease in membership began
and has continued since 1966. The reasons for this state of affairs have
been explained in reports of the supreme executive officers at
conventions and annual meetings, and they mirror a similar situation
in alt ethnic fraternal-insurance institutions. Present losses in UNA
membership - regardless of the deteriorating economic situation have not been drastically greater after the 13th Congress and other
related events.
3. We decisively deny that the UNA has only a "financial-insurance"
character as the 11 members of the Supreme Assembly constantly
stress in their statement. As evidence of this false and defamatory
description of the UNA as merely a financial-insurance institution, we
quote from the Charter (Articles of Incorporation) of the UNA in which
it is stated:
"... The purpose and objects for which this corporation is formed are
to promote unity, social intercourse and social relations and to diffuse
principles of benevolence and charity among Ukrainians and their
(Continued on page 5)

(Continued on page 4)
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new charges
On the Ukrainian Helsinki Group's Ovsienko faces about
camp conditions written to the
NEW YORK -According to samvyties with the Moscow group
dav reports from Ukraine which recent United Nations.
Mr. Ovsienko is a teacher of Ukrai
by Lyudmila Alexeyeva

nians that suffered showed any regret
over having gotten involved "in some
Reprinted by permissionfrom the/all body else's business."
And then together we went through
issue of Smoloskyp, a Washingtonbased quarterly dealing with human 1972, when there was a simultaneous
rights affairs in Ukraine and Eastern assault on our Chronicle and on the
Europe. Smoloskyp is published by the Ukrainian Herald. And again the ar
Helsinki Guarantees for Ukraine Com rests in Ukraine were much more cruel
mittee and the Smoloskyp Ukrainian than in Moscow.
Information Service.
With that bit of past history as a
background, there is nothing unusual in
that the Moscow group, presenting the
It is known that the Ukrainian Hel founder of the Ukrainian Helsinki
sinki Group was founded after the Group to foreign correspondents (again,
example set by the Moscow group and the Ukrainians had been the first to
with its help. This did not happen all of support us), gave them an appeal that
a sudden, nor did it happen only reflected a fact obvious to all defenders
because close contacts were in the of rights:
interest of both groups. The teamwork
"We direct attention to the fact that
between the Moscow and the Ukrainian extraordinary obstacles have been
Helsinki groups was a normal develop placed before all those who attempt on
ment of long-established relations the territory of Ukraine to gather
between human-rights activists and information about violations of human
members of the Ukrainian national rights and pass it on to the public...
movement. These relations were formed
"Considering the conditions existing
right before my eyes and they are very in Ukraine, the creation of the Ukrai
dear to me, as something out of my nian Public Group to Promote is an act
personal biography.
оГgreat courage... The Group to Pro
This friendship, began in the usual mote the Implementation of the Hel
manner - through the political labor sinki Accords in the USSR will help the
camps. In 1966, the wife of Muscovite Ukrainian group by passing on infor
Yuliy Daniel went to visit him in one of mation to correspondents and repre
the Mordovian camps and there met the sentatives of the heads of the govern
wife of political prisoner Sviatoslav ments that signed the Final Act..."
Karavansky, who had also come for a
visit. On the way home from Mordovia
Repressions against the Helsinki
(which inevitably leads through Mos group also began with Ukraine,, with a
cow, inasmuch as there is a transfer in search on Christmas Eve 1976. The first
Moscow), Nina Strokata Karavansky arrests of "Helsinkiers" occurred si
stayed at the apartment of her new multaneously in Moscow and in Uacquaintance.
kraine.
From that time on the wives of
In its documents the Moscow Hel
Ukrainian political prisoners from the sinki Group more than once pointed out
"draft of 1965," and subsequently from the extraordinary severity of political
the much earlier and much later "drafts," persecution in Ukraine. In Document
always had refuge and help in Moscow No. 12 (December 1976) it is noted that
homes. After the wives of Ukrainian "Ukrainians have constituted and con
political prisoners, their friends from stitute today a very substantial part of
Kiev and Lviv came to meet the Mus the contingent of prisoners of con
covites. They became our friends. We science, disproportionately greater than
got to know them and they us; mutual the percentage of that nation in the
help followed.
USSR's population."
Those relations, which have lasted for
Numerical statistics were cited: out of
15 years now, show how normal and 20 political prisoners in camps for those
natural are friendly and brotherly serving repeat sentences under political
relations between Russians and Ukrai articles of the Criminal Code, 13 were
nians. With all our heart we sym Ukrainians; Ukrainian women consti
pathized with them over their troubles tute 25 percent of the inmates of a
and tried to help in every way we could woman's political labor camp.
- by giving shelter, getting foodstuffs
This being the state of things, it is
for a package to the camps, finding a natural that in the document on con
lawyer, passing on information about ditions under which political prisoners
persecutions to the West. Our relations were kept (Document No. 3) and in the
were not a calculated step for political document on ailing political prisoners
reasons. With their selflessness, their (Document No. 17) more Ukrainian
steadfastness, their dedication to their i.ames are mentioned than any others,
native culture, these people brought out while Document No. 6 on the situation
in us feelings of deep respect, and even of political prisoners after release is
excitement. And very soon a practical based entirely on Ukrainian materials.
"soup" was cooked up from this friend
There evolved, without prior arrange
ship.
ments, a certain division of labor
In 1968 samizdat activists Yuriy between the Moscow and Ukrainian
Galanskov and Aleksandr Ginzburg groups. The Ukrainian Helsinki Group
were` sentenced in Moscow. Approx was comprised mainly of participants in
imately 700 people signed letters of the Ukrainian national movement.
protest against that trial. The over They knew the essence of the
whelming majority of those protesters Ukrainian national problem very well
were Muscovites - the movement in - their lives were devoted to' it. The
defense ofrightswas just beginning and pathos in the work of the Ukrainian
had not emerged outside the borders of Helsinki Group consisted of defending
the capital, where it had been born.
the national dignity of Ukraine, its
The Ukrainians `were the only "na-` culture and rights to independent
tionals" who stood up together with us development. All the documents of the
— 140 signatures were from Ukraine.
(Continued on page 15)
And even there a comparative lesson
was given — on whom would the de
Lyudmila Alexeyeva is a founding
mands be greater. When it came to
reprisals against the "signatories," the member of the Moscow Helsinki
percentage of those expelled from wor-k, Group..In 1977. she was forced to. leave
etc., was much higher in Ukraine than in the Soviet. Union grid.is now the Mos
Moscow. Still, not one of the Ukrai cow group's representative abroad.

ly reached the West, imprisoned Ukrai
nian Helsinki monitor Vasyl Ovsienko,
who is due to complete his term in
February, was transferred from a camp
in the Zhytomyr oblast to the regional
KGB, where he is being investigated on
charges of "anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda" (Article 62of the Criminal
Code of the Ukrainian SSR). News of
the case was reported by t n e External
Representation of the Ukrainian Hel
sinki Group.
Mr. Ovsienko is apparently being
charged on the basis of alleged oral
agitation and propaganda, his closing
statement at his 1979 trial, and a letter

nian language and literature. The
Zhytomyr region.resident was first
sentenced in 1973 and served a fouryear term for "anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda."
In 1978 he was framed on charges of
"resisting a worker of the militia"
(Article 188-1 of the Ukrainian SSR
Criminal Code). He was arrested in
February 1979 and subsequently sen
tenced to three years in camp.
Mr. Ovsienko joined the Ukrainian
Helsinki Group in 1977. He is not
participating in the current investiga
tion against him.

Wife appeals for Yugoslavian dissident
WASHINGTON - The wife of
Yugoslavian dissident Marko Veselica,
who was sentenced to 11 years' impri
sonment on September 9, 1981, for an
interview with a West German maga
zine, has appealed to human-rights
groups in the West to come to the aid of
her husband, reported Human Rights
Internet based here.
Mr. Veselica, a professor of econo
mics, was one of several intellectuals
jailed last year in what appears to be a
government campaign to curb what it
perceives as growing Croatian nationa
lism. Most were convicted in Zagreb,
the Croatian capital and long a center of
nationalist movements, for alleged
contacts with Croatian emigre groups in
the West or for "hostile propaganda"
against the Yugoslav government.
Charges against Mr. Veselica, 45,
stem in part from an interview he
granted to Der Spiegel in August 1980.
Although the interview was never
published in the magazine, excerpts
appeared in several Croatian emigre
publications.
In the interview, Mr. Veselica decried
Yugoslavian violations of the Helsinki
Accords on human rights, and con
demned government repression against
Croatians, which he said was "inspired
by Greater-Serbian attitudes and are
the expression of a will to maintain
Serbian hegemony."
He went on to accuse the Yugoslavian
federal government of ignoring princi
ples in the constitution which guarantee
the equal rights of the country's six
people's republics: Serbia, Croatia,
Bosnia and Hercegovina, Macedonia,
Slovenia and Montenegro.
"Despite the constitutional amend
ments, Yugoslavia is not even a genuine
federation, let alone a federation which
is evolving into a confederation," Mr.
Veselica told Der Spiegel. "There are

only theoretical principles which are
disregarded. Croatian society today
does not have the power to insure that
the principles embodied in the constitu
tion are in fact respected."
During his trial, Mr. Veselica did not
retract any of his statements. The
charge of contacts with "hostile emigres"
was based on the testimony of two
elderly women, ages 69 and 82, who
were interrogated by police for seven
days before testifying. The evidence was
a manuscript written by one of the
women, which the prosecution alleged
was supplied by Mr. Veselica for mail
ing in Austria to Croatian emigre
groups.
The defendant was accused of misre
presenting the situation in Yugoslavia.
According to Mrs. Veselica^s appeal,
her husband had previously been ar
rested in 1972 and jailed for seven years
for "nationalism and counterrevolu
tionary activity."
He had been part of the Croatian
"democratic movement" in the late
1960s which sought to restructure the
country into a true confederation. The
movement was crushed by the late
Yugoslavian leader Marshall Tito in
December 1971. According to Mr.
Veselica, '32,000 people in Croatia
were purged, dismissed from their jobs,
interrogated by police or subjected to
other kinds of persecution and pressure.
Following his latest imprisonment,
Mr. Veselica, who, according to his wife
is very ill, underwent major surgery.
Other Croatians known to have been
tried last year include Franjo Tudjam,a
scholar and author sentenced to three
years for "hostile propaganda";. Dobroslav Paraga, a 19-year-old student,
sentenced to three years for circuJatinga
petition on behalf of political prisoners;
and Vlado Gotovac, a poet and literary
critic, sentenced to two years for "hos
tile propaganda." V,
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Canada ratifies convention The United States at the Madrid Conference
on women's equality
On "the realities of the world that surrounds us"
Following is the text of a speech
OTTAWA - Canada's Secretary of
State Gerald Regan, Secretary of State delivered by Ambassador Max Кат–
for External Affairs Mark MacGuigan pelman, chairman of the U.S. dele
and Judy Erola, the minister responsible gation to the Madrid Conference to
for the status of women, announced review compliance with the Helsinki
that Canada has ratified the United Accords. The remarks were made on
Nations Convention on the Elimination December 18 at the plenary session
of All Forms of Discrimination against before the latest recess of the talks,
which are scheduled to resume on
Women.
The convention, which is a landmark February 9.
We began our deliberations in Ma
in the process of recognizing.the full
equality of rights and responsibilities of drid more than IS months ago. The
women and men worldwide, was adopted agenda of our concerns during all of
by the United Nations General As that period has been extensive. In its
sembly in December 1979. Canada, essentials it has reflected our national
which fully supported the process of interests.and our respective systems of
elaboration of the convention and values. But we were always deeply
played a significant part in the negotia conscious of the world around us.
Today we recess. We do so in the
tions, signed the convention at a special
ceremony held in connection with the hope — partially as a result of recent
World Conference on the U.N. Mid- efforts made here by eight of us — that
we are significantly close to agreement
Decade for Women on July 17, 1980.
The decision by Canada to sign and on the text of a final concluding docu
ratify the convention, supported by the ment. Now, too, however, we must
provinces and territories, highlights the continue to be conscious of the world
importance all levels of government around us.
I need not repeat the detailed themes
attach to the improvement of the status
of women in Canada through promo that have been struck by our delegation
tion of equality and the integration of in the course of its interventions at these
women into all aspects of Canadian meetings. Our purpose today, rather, is
society. The 30 articles of the conven to assert our intense conviction that the
tion cover measures to be taken by pursuit of peace and liberty is the only
states parties to eliminate discrimina goal consistent with the survival of our
tion against women in various fields. civilization.
Nothing would suit us more than to
These include political and public life,
the right to nationality, education, be able to acknowledge here that the
goals
of the Helsinki Final Act are being
employment, health and marriage and
the family. Rights of rural women and pursued with diligence by all of us.
elimination of stereotypes are given That, however, is regrettably not our
perception of the reality. We thus speak
special attention.

Auto mechanic
sues KGB

our convictions, just as others have
Even as we meet in Madrid, however,
spoken theirs, so that these exchanges to renew our search for understanding,
can help us all understand that the goal recent events in Poland again pull us
of peace requires us to be guided by the back. We pray that they will not inter
provisions of the Helsinki Final Act.
fere with our task here. That task is to
Peace is not just the absence of war, preserve and strengthen the structure of
vital as that is. It requires a structure of the Helsinki process; and that requires
confidence and cooperation. The Hel observance of-the spirit and the letter of
sinki Final Act effectively sets out the the act.
essential ingredients of those require
The human-dimension language of
ments.
the final act is eloquent in its signifi
It is axiomatic that structure built cance. We advance new proposals to
through great and lengthy effort can be raise our standards and to presejve the
destroyed in a moment. Europe was balance so essential for the integrity of
torn apart by war. Much of what was the accord. There can be, however, no
arising from the ground to form the greater contribution to our process than
foundations of a new community of to see the provisions already agreed
interest, through the United Nations, upon implemented properly, seriously,
was then torn apart by the eold war. and conscientiously. Implementation of
These scars are not easily healed. The commitments previously made is of
conference on security and coopera far greater significance than the adop
tion was designed to stimulate the tion of new commitments. As for the
healing process. But the invasion of questions of military security that we
Afghanistan and the growing and face, the conference on confidenceblatant disregard for the rights of building measures that we propose to
human beings served again to under minimize the risk of surprise military
mine that which we were beginning to attack is part of an evolving process to
encourage openness and knowledge of
rebuild.
We must continue our efforts. Hel one another's military activities. In that
sinki, Geneva, Belgrade, Madrid - way, we can strengthen our sense of
these are but steps on a long road. The security and bring ourselves closer to
problems that divide us are real and peace.
numerous. We meet in Madrid to deal
Most of us in this body, Mr. Chair
with some of those problems. We trust man, believe in the notion that men and
our efforts will produce agreement. By women have the right to express opi
the nature of things, however, we all nions on the laws that govern them, on
understand that even with such agree the practices of their governments, and
ment we will still be nearer to the to make the decisions on the composi
begining than to the end of our pursuit tion of their governments. We know
of peace.
(Continued on page 14)

On Human Rights Day -

December 10, 1981

Mr. Chairman, my delegation be
lieves that our Madrid meeting can
make a genuine contribution toward the
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - Viktor
fulfillment of that wish, which we all
Tomachinsky — a little-known
share.
writer, auto mechanic, Soviet dissi
The proposals advanced by my dele
dent and, apparently, a budding
gation and others here and which are
Thirty-five
years
ago
yesterday,
a
lawyer — went to court on December
historic international event took place. before us at this meeting were designed
8 to press the first known lawsuit
On December 10, 1948, the Universal to build upon the foundations of the
against the KGB, reported the Chris
Declaration of Human Rjghts was Universal Declaration and to enhance
tian Science Monitor.
adopted unanimously by the United the implementation of our mutual
It seems that Mr. Tomachinsky
Nations,General
Assembly. Born after commitments. We place great emphasis
wants the KGB and the Soviet Minis
the bloodshed of a bitter war and the on full compliance with the humantry of Interior to fork Over 13, 400
most terrible violation of human rights rights and humanitarian provisions of
rubles (about 519,000) because, he
in the record of our planet, the Univer the Final Act. In commemorating
says, they welched on a promise to
sal Declaration established important Human Rights Day, we once again
provide him with exit visas earlier
standards
for the achievement and the reaffirm our firmly held belief that the
this year. Thinking he had made a
protection of human rights in the world. concluding document of our Madrid
verbal and binding contract with the
History will join us in judging the meeting must reflect those values and
Soviet spy agency, the would-be
conduct of nations by those noble our dedication to them.
emigre quit his job as an automobile
standards.
Mr. Chairman, it is appropriate to
repairman.
The declaration is based on the note an event that has in recent days
He is suing the agency and the
premise that the "inherent dignity gripped our attention and the attention
ministry for monies he claims he
and...the equal and inalienablerightsof of the civilized world. I refer to the
could have earned abroad had the
all members of the human family is the hunger strike by Dr. Andrei Sakharov
agency kept its word and let him
foundation of freedom, justice and and his wife, Elena Bonner, to the
leave.
peace
in the world." The Universal report that it has ended and that the
Mr. Tomachinsky is no stranger to
is indeed the grandfather of cause that led to that sad and desperate
Soviet courts. Thj? Mt^tbkJtSpoiftS; Declaration
;
that he had brought civil suits agiirhst the Helsinki Final Act's recognition act has been satisfactorily resolved by
that "respect for human rights and the authorities of the Soviet Union.
the authorities five times in the past
fundamental freedoms" is fundamental
five years.
йфт `
for
peace, for justice and for friendly
The sense of gratification publicly
Unfortunately for the perennial
expressed by my government at these
complainant, the judge/,.;, took only 45 relations among us.
developments
is shared by many. We
;.;
Every
-year,
M
t
Chairman;
at
the
minutes to dispose of his suit against
United Nations and throughout all pray that Dr. Sakharov and his wife will
the KGB, insisting that, he did not
corners of the globe, this anniversary is fully recover and "will be allowed to
have jurisdiction in such a suit
commemorated as Human Rights Day. return to a normal life."
Undaunted, Mr. Tomachinsky,
In a proclamation marking the obser
We note with keen interest the univerwho said he is fascinated by the law,
reportedly declared: "I'm thinking vance of this day of significance and , sal outpouring of satisfaction that has
symbolism.
President
Ronald
Reagan
greeted
these highly important events. It
over my next move."
said; ."We will continue to strive to is a strong and clear indication of the
Somehow, we dont think F. Lee
respect these rights fully in our own immensely favorable response that
Bailey could help Mr. Tomachinsky
beat the KGB, and we suspect if he country and to promote their obser would greet other similar steps by the
vance abroad. We could have no greater
Soviet Union. Nothing would please
isn4 careful, his next move may well
wish for mankind than that.all.people
our delegation more than to express to
ibe to the nearest possible hoosegow.
come to enjoy these
rights."
!' this` body andelse4lmefe,'iri behalf of ovr
Below is the text of the statement
delivered by Max Kampelman, chair
man of the U.S. delegation to the
Madrid Conference, at the conference
plenary session on December 11.

government, our warm sense of appre
ciation for other acts of compassion by
the Soviet authorities and their govern
ment toward individual human beings
now imprisoned or separated from their
families. These would inevitably contri
bute toward a significant relaxation of
the tensions that today grip the world.
We talk today about "East-West"
relations; and to all of us this means
problems. Let us, however, remember
that historically it was the nations of
Eastern Europe and Russia who, toge
ther with the nations of Western Europe
and America, constituted the West. All
of our states represented at this meeting
have been traditionally bound together
by a broad common culture, literature,
religion, philosophy and a sense of
shared ideals and experience. The
tragedy of our day is that these unifying
forces have been overwhelmed by
events contrary to our aspirations,' and
these have temporarily run counter to
our basic unity of interest. That is the
tragedy of our day. But the opportunity
of our day is that here in Madrid we can
begin to overcome the divisions that
have arisen between us. We can do this
by reaffirming our common sense of
tradition and values as we realize that
the security of all of our futures depends
on our mutual cooperation in support
of the principles of the Helsinki Final
Act. This is a reaffirmation which
requires both words and deeds.
The adoption of the Universal De
claration of Human Rights was an
important milestone on the road toward
attaining liberty for all people and
lasting peace among nations. It is our
delegation's fervent hope that future
. generations may judge the outcome of
our Madrid meeting as having had a
significant impact on the realization of
those lofty goals, vs.,.'
-: -
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Freedom House releases 1981 Comparative Survey of Freedom
(Continued from page 1)

rights, with accompanying tables and
the Map of Freedom 1982, were pub
lished January 2 in Freedom at Issue, the
bimonthly magazine of Freedom House.
The 40-year-old human-rights organi
zation monitors political rights and civil
liberties throughout the year.
Major shifts in the survey include
South Africa, Iran and Guatemala
going from partly free to not free. South
Africa has always been close to being
classified as not free but, notes Ray
mond D. Gastil, director of the survey,
the re-evaluation takes more fully into
account the freedom to live and move
where one wishes, a freedom increa
singly denied to the black majority in
that country. The concentration of
blacks into the "homelands" has con
tinued the past few years.
The Iranian revolution has become
increasingly tyrannical and arbitrary.
Thousands have been executed, many
more have fled the country, and the
opposition has been largely silenced.
Independent news media have ceased to
exist.
The efforts of the Guatemalan go
vernment to silence the opposition have
led to government-directed terrorism
and severe restrictions on movement
and simple security from arbitrary
official violence. The legal system is
unable to protect officially declared
rights.
South Africa, Iran and Guatemala
have a combined population of 75
million people.
Although not reassigned to different
categories, seven countries whose popu
lation totals 82.81 million suffered a
deterioration in human freedoms. In
Chad anarchy increased and control
was in the hands of warring military
factions. Djibouti banned a new party
and arrested its leaders. Egypt sharply
curtailed the activities of opposition
politicians and religious fundamenta
lists, and restricted the opposition
media. Nicaragua has increasingly
pressed its opposition into silence or
exile. Libya has attempted to murder its
opposition at home and abroad. Sudan
has suppressed unions and engaged in
widespread arrests. Zimbabwe has
again repressed the news media for state
purposes.
A number of nations showed some
advances in freedom, including Taiwan,
Honduras, Ivory Coast, Tunisia and
Mauritius.
Freedom House also released
its Table of Independent Na
tions: Comparative Measures of Free
dom, which rates countries on the level
of political rights, civil liberties, status
of freedom and outlook for the future.
The ratings are on a scale of і to 7, with
1 denoting the highest level ofrightsand
7 the lowest
On this table, the Soviet Union was
given a rating of 6 on politicalrightsand
7 on civil liberties. It was designated as
not free and the outlook for the future
showed relative stability (i.e. no change).
Czechoslovakia was rated 7 on politi
cal rights and 6 on civil liberties;
designated as not free with no sign of
change in the future.
Afghanistan had the lowest possible
level of political and civilrights,receiv
ing 7s` on both scales. The country
was described as not free and the future
was predicted to show no change.
On the other end of the scale were the
United States and Canada, each receiv
ing top marks for political and civil
liberties they were described as free,
with the future outlook denoted as
stable.
"The survey," said Dr. Gastu\ "af
firms the faith that free institutions are

The Map of Freedom
Created by Freedom House
January 1982

the ultimate human rights, a faith that
too many on both the right and the left
of the political spectrum deny. Both
moral and material problems can be
solved only in the context of free
institutions, with all their imperfec
tions."
The Freedom House survey began in
its present form 10 years ago. Com
menting on the course of freedom in the
1970s, Dr. Gastil said: "Since the survey
was undertaken there have been a
number of signal victories in the world
wide struggle for freedom. Most massive
has been the turn of mainland China
away from the anti-individualist totali
tarianism of Mao. This has not led
immediately to freedom, but is has led
to a widespread interest in freer institu
tions in China and to a worldwide
disillusionment with the idyllic,anti-republican model that China had repre
sented.
"In Europe, recent gains for demo
cracy have been dramatic. Spain, Por
tugal and Greece have joined the
community of democracies. In Latin
America, Peru,' Ecuador, Colombia,
and Venezuela have achieved or solidi
fied democracy. With the newsworthy
problems, of;.Cuba,, Grenada, Nicara
gua and ЕІ Salvador dominating the

discussion, we forget that the Carib
bean is overwhelmingly an area of
democracy, anchored on the one side by
Costa Rica and on the other by Bar
bados. Both the Dominican Republic
, and Jamaica have overcome difficult
problems in the last few years in esta
blishing or maintaining democracy."
Dr. Gastil also noted: "African
democracy has not fared well in recent
years. Yet in the late 70s, demo
cracy returned to Ghana and Nigeria,
although free institutions rernain em
battled in Nigeria.
"In Asia, India and Sri Lanka have
maintained their democratic institu
tions under pressure. In Thailand
democratic institutions seem to be
gaining a firmer hold," and many new
democratic states have emerged in the
southern Pacific, from Papua New
Guinea to the east. Japan, Australia,
and New Zealand continue as the
"democratic exemplars for East Asia."
In a new survey of economic free
doms, Lindsay M. Wright analyzed the
fundamental struggle between freedom
and oppression in the economic sphere.
Ms. Wright examined the nature of
economic freedoms and a democratic
economy. She established criteria for
determining the relative status of econo

l

mic freedoms in the presence or absence
of a democratic structure.
In an analysis of press freedoms
Leonard R. Sussman, executive direc
tor of Freedom House, reports that "the
press was no freer and journalists no
safer than the countries in which they
worked. News media were free in 24
percent of the countries, partly free in 20
percent, and not free in 56 percent."
At least 22 journalists are known to
have been murdered in 1981 —because
they were working journalists. Fourteen
other newspersons were assaulted,
tortured or kidnapped by guerrillas or
government forces.
Newspapers were bombed and news
persons harassed in Argentina, Brazil,
Guatemala, India and Iran.
Foreign correspondents"were ex
pelled from China; Egypt, El Salvador,
Haiti, Iran, South Africa" and Uganda,
and deprived of accreditation in Algeria.
Third World demands and free-press
fears clashed in organizational meetings
of UNESCO that'were intended to
establish international programs to
share communications technology with
developing countries. These crashes, the
outcome of which will have far-reaching
consequences, will^be carried on into the
coming years.
і\
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Statement of the UNA Supreme Executive Committee
(Continuid from page 1)

descendants residing within the United States and its possessions and
within the Dominion of Canada, to secure their moral and mental
development, to educate and instruct them in the principles of free
government, American institutions and laws, and for those purposes
to open, organize and maintain schools, libraries and other
educational facilities, to arrange and provide for their entertainment
and amusement, to publish and circulate among them literary and
educational publications and.newspapers in their own and in the
English languages, and to provide and maintain an old-age home for
its members under such conditions and in such manner as may be
provided by the rules and by-laws of the association and allowed by
the law, and to provide recreational, sport, cultural and vacation
facilities for its members, their families and children.
"It shal I also be the purpose and object of this corporation to provide
a fund for the relief of disabled and destitute members, their.families,
and dependents, and to contract with members to pay funeral
expenses, death benefits, endowment benefits, annuity benefits and
such other forms of insurance benefits as are legal for fraternal
beneficiary associations to issue underand pursuant to the laws of the
State of New Jersey and of any other state in which it is doing
business..."
-``^.r
4'. In response to the accusations of the aforementioned 11 members
of the Supreme Assembly to the effect that actions of the Supreme
Executive Committee created "discord" in the Ukrainian community,
we affirm that throughout the entire year after the conclusion of the
13th Congress of Ukrainians of America, the Supreme Executive
Committee did all that was possible in orderto restore to the Ukrainian
Congress Committee of America its character as the representative of

the entire community of Ukrainians in America, a step that would lead
to unity in the Ukrainian community. It is precisely these efforts that
are in full agreement with the earlier resolutions of conventions and
Supreme Assembly meetings that spoke of complete UNA support for
the UCCA as the general community representative of Ukrainians of
America.
5. We assert that the statement of the so-called Committee for Law
and Order in the UNA,bearing the signatures of the aforementioned 11
members of the Supreme Assembly,and its release are violations of the
UNA By-Laws,are harmful to the UNA and its good name, and that this
constitutes a violation of the oath that these officers took after their
election and, therefore, raises doubts about their loyalty to the
Ukrainian National Association.
6. We affirm that the so-called Committee for Law and Order in the
UNA is a group that nominated itself, is not in accordance with any
resolution of the UNA By-Laws, and was never elected or approved by
the UNA Supreme Assembly.
7. We strongly condemn this statement by the aforementioned 11
members of the Supreme Assembly, members of the so-called
Committee for Law and Order in the UNA, who all belong to one and
the same political grouping. With the good of the UNA and the entire
Ukrainian community in mind, we call on them to recall this statement
by not later than 30 days from the date of announcement of this, our
position in response to their statement.
Supreme Executive Committee
of the Ukrainian National Association
Jersey City, N.J., December 29, 1981.

Statement of 11 members of the UNA Supreme Assembly
In view of the fact that for the past three years, members of the
Supreme Executive Committee of the UNA, headed by President 'John
O. Flis, violated many UNA By-Laws and also, in their activity were
guided by group interests, the development of this great insurance
organization has been declining, and, in particular, the membership
total has been decreasing.
The inappropriate actions of the UNA Executive Committee
culminated in October 1980 during the 13th Congress of the UCCA,
when the leadership (eight persons) of the UNA, without consultation
with branch delegates and members of the UNA Supreme Assembly,
decided, at a secret meeting, to create discord by demonstratively
withdrawing from the congress hall.
We, the undersigned members of the UNA Supreme Assembly,
distressed by this action, attempted by every possible means at this
year's annual meeting of the UNA Supreme Assembly held June 8-13,
to have the Executive Committee change its negative stand toward the
13th Congress and to return to the UCCA by appointing its
representatives to the UCCA executive organs. A long discussion was
held on.this subject.
Regretfully, our attempts to have UNA representatives return to the
UCCA proved fruitless, because the members of the Supreme
Executive Committee through persistent demands and group
influence on some members of the Supreme Assembly, in a secret
ballot, won by a vote of 15 to 11 approval of the previous acts of the
UNA Executive Committee:
Our argumentative explanations regarding the harm to the
Ukrainian community resulting from the absence of the UNA from the
UCCA system, were; unsuccessful. Instead, the last UNA meeting
produced a resolution, passed by a small majority of the Supreme
Assembly members, which gave the seal of approval to the grbup
politicking of the UNA Executive, including the,participation of the
UNA in the Committeefor Law and Order in.the UCCA, and at the same
time prevented any. much-needed mediation of group interests
by the UNA for the good Qf the entire Ukrainian community in the
United States. This resolution contradicts the By-Laws of the UNA as a
financial-insurance institution whose purpose is to safeguard the
insurance interests of its membership and its own financial growth.
This improper decision of a part of the Supreme Assembly,
including the Executive Committee, leads the insurance institution to
decline, as shown by the decrease in its membership and incoming
premiums for insurance certificates, which is clearly evident from the
reports of the Executive Committee and the Supreme Assembly. In
addition, the leadership of the UNA has entered into a radical group
political fight, which is very harmful to the community and to the UNA.
Following the adoption of this resolution which contradicts the by
laws, 11 members of the UNA Supreme Assembly disassociated them
selves from this decision, so as not to be responsible for its conse
quences.

TO THE WEEKLY CONTRIBUTORS:
We grotty appreciate the mateooh - feature article, newi itoriei. preii
dipping!. lotted to the editor, and l b . like - wo recoivo from our readerc
In order to faa'lrfato proportion of The Ukrainian Weekly, wo oik that the
guldefinei lilted below be followed.
о Newi itoriel ihould be lent in not later than 10 day! otter the occurrence of о
о Information about upcoming event! mult be received by noon of the Monday
before me date of The Weekly edition in which the information ii to be pubSihed

At the annual meeting of the Supreme Assembly we stated and we
continue to state that the official organ of the UNA, Svoboda, which for
decades has been the organ for all UNA members, and which
published informative materials of the all-embracing Ukrainian
community, has today become the megaphone of only the so-called
"democratic bloc," which wages a detrimental campaign against the
recent 13th Congress of the UCCA and the UCCA 's executive organs
elected at the congress.
The Supreme President and the Executive Committee of the UNA
censor all materials and prevent publication of everything that is
contrary to their views. Not even the communiques of the UCCA
Executive or the appeals of Dr. Lev Dobriansky, were published on the
pages of Svoboda. And this, in the opinion of the UNA Executive
Committee, is democracy.
Our widely read daily newspaper, which in the past in large measure
aided in the development of the UNA, has now entered into group
internecine conflicts and thus insults thousands of UNA members and
paralyzes the organizational capability of its branches and its activists
to the detriment of our merited Batko Soyuz.
In releasing our statement, we are convinced that the attitude of a
small majority of the UNA Supreme Assembly members causes harm
to the insurance organization, therefore, we have decided to create a
Committee for Law and Order In the UNA.
The aim of the Committee is to uphold the good of the UNA until the
time when the UNA Executive Committee changes its attitude and acts
for the good of all members, without regard to their personal w'eivs and
convictions. There Is room in the UNA for all Ukrainians, and all are
guaranteed equal rights by the UNA By-Laws. The Committee for Law
and Order in the UNA will uphold and defend these rights.
In addition, the Committee for Law and Order in the UNA once again
appeals to the UNA Executive Committee to appoint representatives of
the UNA to the UCCA. We state that If this is not done within three
months, the Committee for Law and Order in the UNA will appoint its
own UNA representatives to the UCCA.
We remind you that the last convention of the UNA approved the
indispensability of support for the activity of the UCCA, as the
representative of all Ukrainians in the United States. Until that time, we
appeal to the entire membership, secretaries and organizers of the
UNA to support our decision, while maintaining peace and continuing
to work within the UNA.
Members of the UNA Supreme Assembly:
1. Bohdan Futey
7. Myroslaw Kalba
2. John Teluk
8. Mykola Chomanczuk
3. Tokla fAoroz
9. Roman liuropcs
4. Askold lozynskyj 70. Michael Soroka
5. Anna Haras
11. Cvgene Rrnpeta
6. Wasyl Didiuk

о All material! muit be typed and double ipoced.
e` Newipaper ond magazine clipping! mull be accompanied by the попщ of
the publication and the date of the edition.
e` Photograph! tubmifted for publication muit be block and white (or color with
good contrail). They will be returned only when ю requeued and accompanied
by о itomped. oddreued envelope.
о Correct Engliih-tanguage ipetlingi of nomet mutt be provided.
e` MATERIALS MUST K SENT DIRECTLY TO: THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY, 30
MONTGOMERY ST.. JBtSIY ОТУ, N.J. 0 7 3 0 1 .
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brating Christmas and other holidays
according to the new calendar restored
our opportunities to observe our socioreligious and national traditions in full.
Dear Editor:
All that is needed is a desire and will to
Your "Uke-eye" answers to questions do so..
regarding the observance of the GregoThose who persist, for their own
rian or Julian calendar in the December reasons,.to celebrate according to the
27 issue was interesting. Of course the old technically erroneous Julian calenquestion at present may be academic, dar have made their decisions. However
but when the movement was started the parishes which have made the
back in 1938 to petition the hierarchy change to the new calendar have recogfor a change of calendars the reasons nized that in order for our traditions to
were very fundamental. Namely: our survive, we must make it possible for the
people did not observe Christmas on majority of our people to feel comforDecember 25 because it was not "our table in their observances as well as able
holiday"; they did not observe on to meet obligations without undue
January 7 because they had to go to hardships.
work. Persons not acquainted persoMichael J. Nagurney
nally with the hardships of the Depres- Knight of St. Gregory the Great by
sion may not understand what is meant
appointment of Pope John Paul II
by the phrase "had to go to work." One
Stamford, Conn.
had to live it to understand it.
As a result the holy days could not be
celebrated according to our customs
and traditions. Respect for religious as
well as other traditions deteriorated. Dear Editor:
The Christmas spirit was slow in
Most people tried to do their best but
work conditions were not as advanced touching me this, myfirstChristmas in
as they are today, and how good is your Florida, away from my immediate
best when negatives assail your efforts? family. The Christmas decorations were
In the large cities a percentage of people out much too early, in the stores (the
could manage, so that large parishes same commercialism down here,.too),
were not apt to recognize the problems and the December 24 morning'newsearly. In the smaller cities and towns the paper reported that Santa would arrive
trends were much more obvious. Some on a motorcycle.
.
:` .-`.
people even began to observe the Latin
Yes, I was awaiting Christmas with
Christmas on December 25 and to trepidation; until, the resounding comforget January 7.
bined voices of worshippers and church
Additionally, studies of the calendars choir sang "Boh Predvichnyi" at the
showed that the Julian calendar is not Christmas Day vespers celebrated at the
correct in that its computation of the Epiphany of Our Lord Ukrainian Caearth's passage around the sun was in tholic Church in St. Petersburg.
error. It loses a day periodically,
There were many young and. ndt so
amounting to 13 days at present. So young from Tampa, Orlando, Cape
adherence to the old calendar was not Canaveral, Largo, Cleveland, Detroit,
only damaging our traditional religio- Chicago, Toronto, Montreal, etc. With
social relationships but is technically the continued singing of Ukrainian
incorrect as well.
carols, it was easy to imagine an inviThe change to the new Gregorian
(Continued on page 13)
calendar was and is a salvation. Cele-

Letters to the editor

Re: calendars

Day of Solidarity
It was eight years ago that Vyacheslav Chornovil (see Focus below)
announced a hunger strike on January 12 on the anniversary of his arrest and
the mass arrests of Ukrainian intellectuals in 1972. The date has come to be
observed annually within the USSR as the Day of the Ukrainian Political
Prisoner and in the West as the Day of Solidarity with Ukrainian Political
Prisoners.
Unfortunately, nothing has changed in the Soviet Union or in Ukraine,
where, as the Ukrainian Helsinki Group wrote in its Memorandum No. 2
(January 20, 1977), "Truly, there is no more bitter fate than to be born a
Ukrainian." And, once again, we must sadly observe the Day of Solidarity
with.Ukrainian Political Prisoners, whose ranks swell daily, it seems.
To be sure, there are those who think that the Day of Solidarity is merely a
symbol of little practical significance. But, if thai were so, the Kremlin would
not fear it to such an extent that four young Kiev residents, as recently
revealed (The Weekly, December 20, 1981), would be sentenced tothree-year
terms of imprisonment for nothing more than posting leaflets bearing the
concise message: Countrymen! January 12 — Day of the Ukrainian Political
Prisoner." The charge against them: "slander of the Soviet state." You see, the
foursome forgot that there are no political prisoners in the Soviet Union (and
that truth is falsehood in the Orwellian scenario that is the USSR).
What, then, should we in the West do to observe the Day of Solidarity?
The day should serve as a reminder for us that the best way to help our
repressed brothers and sisters in Ukraine it is to keep the public, the media,
elected officials and other decision-makers informed of the unrelenting
assault on national, human, religious and civil rights being conducted in
Ukraine and throughout the USSR by the Kremlin; as well as to demand
appropriate reaction from these "movers and shakers."
Former Soviet dissidents now living abroad have confirmed that this is our
best course of action. They have pointed out that the Soviets are, in fact,
sensitive to world opinion, especially when it comes to the image they would
like to project of the USSR as a model of myriad rights and freedoms, and
equal opportunity for all. Our goal, then: to conduct a negative publicrelations campaign on the USSR's behalf, that is to expose the reality behind
the "Potemkin villages."
' l
'
On this Day of Solidarity let us rededicate ourselves to aiding the
countless Ukrainian political prisoners who, to paraphrase Shevchenko,
"suffer, feel pain, but do not recant." Let us make sure that they do not stand
alone in their struggle for universally recognized basic rights.

Focus: Vyacheslav Chornovil,
Day of Solidarity initiator
"Not to disclose my own attitude toward that
which is taking place would mean to become a
taciturn participant in the wanton disregard of
Socialist legality."
Thus, Ukrainian journalist Vyacheslav
Chornovil explained why he had spoken out
about the 1965-66 secret trials of leading
Ukrainian intellectuals by compiling eyewitness
documentation of those trials.
Mr. Chornovil, a Komsomol member and
1960 journalism graduate of the University of Lviv, showed promise as editor for
a Lviv TV studio and editorial board member of several publications. His
"misfortune" began when he was assigned to cover the trials of several
Ukrainian intellectuals and was outraged to observe total disregard of Soviet law.
He himself was summoned to appear as a witness at one of these closed trials,
but he refused, knowing that the price for such defiance would be high. He was
sentenced in July 1966 to three months of forced labor.
Early the next year, he thoroughly documented the trials of some 20
Ukrainian intellectuals and sent the collection to Soviet authorities to protest the
illegalities he had seen. He was promptly charged with "slandering the Soviet
state," and on November 15,1967, was ^ntenced to three years' imprisonment.
He was released 18 months later under a general amnesb/ in observance of the
50th anniversary of Soviet rule.
Mr. Chornovil's collection was smuggled to the West, where it was published
in Ukrainian as "Lykho z rozumu" ("The Misfortune of Intellect")" and later in
English translation as "The Chornovil Papers." The documentation earned Mr.
Chornovil the London Times' Tomalin Journalism Prize.
He was arrested once again on January 12,1972, during the wave of arrests
that swept Ukraine. He was sentenced on April 12 of that year to six years'
imprisonment and three years' exile on charges of "anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda" for his involvement with the Ukrainian samvydav. In 1975 Mr.
Chornovil renounced his Soviet citizenship and announced his wish to emigrate
to Canada.
In autumn 1979 he joined the Ukrainian Helsinki Group while serving his term
of internal exile. In April 1980, toward the end of that term, he was rearrested
and sentenced the following June 6 on trumped-up charges of attempted rape to
five years in a strict-regimen labor camp.
Mr. Chornovil, now 44, is married to Atena Pashko and has a son, Taras.

Christmas thoughts

Toward Christian unity
A message from Ukrainian Catholic bishops on the Week of Prayer for
Christian Unity - January 17 - 24.
Reverend clergy, venerable religious, God-beloved people of God!
It could have been only the inspiration of the Holy Spirit which moved
Father Paul Wattson, an Episcopal priest who later joined the Catholic
Church and became the founder of the Atonement Fathers, to begin a unity
prayer movement which he called the "Church Unity Octave" in January
1908. Today, this movement is known as the "Week of Prayer for Christian
Unity."
While we Ukrainians have always cherished the closeness to our Orthodox
brothers, the Ecumenical Council of Vatican II hasexpanded our theological
view to include all Christians as members of the Church. The council
advanced the thought that in the Church there are degrees of membership
waiting to be consummated one day by a full union of all members. Vatican II
has granted to all parts of Eastern Christianity recognition as Churches, and
has called us to see all Protestant bodies as belonging to the one Church
founded by Jesus Christ.
With this changed outlobk, what once vvas prohibited to Catholics, was
made possible: namely, to pray together with non-Catholic Christians in
ecumenical services. We can, thus, say that all those who are baptized in Our
Lord Jesus Christ enter, like.living stones, into the construction of the House
of God, which is the Church (cf.l Tim 3:15; Eph 2:2lr22). /,
We wish, therefore, that in all churches of our eparchies the "Week .of
Prayer for Christian Unity" be observed from -Sunday, January 17, to
Sunday, January 24.
,
. ,^
,,
In addition to appropriate sermons, other prayer services, such as akafysts
and molebens, are to be scheduled at a suitable time during the whole week.
The commemoration of the declaration of independence of Ukraine which
falls in the same week will remind us to include in our prayers the fervent
entreaty that God may grant unity to the Ukrainian people also by bringing
together the two branches of his Church, the Ukrainian Catholic and the
Ukrainian Orthodox Churches.
Participation in ecumenical prayer services, arranged for the locality, is
recommended, especially if it includes our Ukrainian Orthodox brothers.
As Christians, let us live in the hope of the day when the whole creation will
be a temple of divine praise perfectly united in God. May our supplications
during the "Week of Prayer for Christian Unity" bring us closer to this goal.
May the blessing of Almighty God, Father, Son and Holy Spirit, gome
upon you and remain with you all the daysipf your life.
`.`,` `

No. 2
Testimony of Dr. Nina StrokataKaravansky, member of the Ukrainian
Helsinki Group and former political
prisoner of the USSR, before she
Subcommittee on Human Rights and
International Organizations. Commit
tee on Foreign Affairs. U.S. House of
Representatives, on July 28. 1981.
From the time we arrived in the
West, whenever Sviatoslav Karavansky
and I appeared publicly we have ex
pressed our deep appreciation to the
West for its work in our behalf.
Today, 1 am appearing for the first
time before this committee. I wish to
thank you for the opportunity to testify
about Ukrainian concerns.
First of all, 1 wish to note that the
processes and events occurring pre
sently in Ukraine are not totally ana
logous to what is termed in the West as
"the dissident movement."
As one of the authors of Ukrainian
samvydav I have bases to confirm that
there are superficial similarities between
the Ukrainian- and the Russian-lan
guage samvydav. Methodological and
argumentative similarities evolved
when Ukrainians and non-Ukrainians
who were formally -citizens of countries
denoted by the odious suffix SSR were
forced to seek the only viable means of
protest.
Much of the Ukrainian samvydav
material has been published in English.
If one were to analyze the content of
these works, then one would notice that
their main concern is not so much the
liberalization or the democratization of
the USSR as it is a concern with
Ukraine as a sovereign nation.
Precisely this nationality question is
the greatest distinguishing factor of the
Ukrainian samvydav.
In the midst of these processes and
events of the last 20 years in the USSR,
Ukrainian events have their own dis
tinct history.
Events that occurred in Moscow
during the "thaw" period can be termed
a human-rights or dissident movement,
or movement for liberalization or
democratization.
Undoubtedly, democratization or
liberalization for us Ukrainians would
not be detrimental. However, expe
rience has taught us to be suspicious of
liberalization and democratization
concepts, and,.therefore, ours is a diffe
rent concern.
j
Ukrainian goals and positions have
consistently been the same since the
inception of the USSR. Because of this,
a policy of destruction was imple
mented by means of an artificial famine,
deportation, Russification and the
liquidation of the Ukrainian national
Church.
During the thaw period a new
generation matured, born during a
period of intense repression. Therefore,
the 1960s were not the first rebirth of
Ukrainian consciousness. This process
underwent several phases. Both Sviato
slav and 1 were part of these phases.
In 1965 a new wave of arrests swept Ukraine. This "was a wave of mass repres
sion directed primarily against intellec
tuals.
During this period, Sviatoslav Kara
vansky compiled a series of statements
against Russification which were circu
lated in Ukraine. In addition, he ad
dressed party leaders of Poland, Cze
choslovakia, Rumania and Yugoslavia
with the proposition to stop political
repression.
My husband presented this statement
to Polish and Czechoslovakian consu
lates in Kiev. Two weeks later he
traveled from Odessa to Kiev to inquire
about any action regarding his state
ment.
As he was leaving the Polish Cohsii-
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On the uniqueness
of Ukrainian rights movement
by Dr. Nina Strokata
late he found a crew filming what
appeared to be a movie.
Shortly afterwards Sviatoslav Kara
vansky was arrested on a deserted street
of Odessa. 1 was not informed of my
husband's arrest. He was not charged
nor was he taken to court. He was taken
to complete the 25-year term from his
previous conviction of 1944. He had not
completed this term because in 1960 he
was pardoned under the amnesty of
1955. My husband's arrest in 1965 was
probably the first case in which an
amnestied political prisoner was forced
to complete his previous prison term.
1 considered this to be a dangerous
precedent. And indeed soon afterwards
this practice was widely employed, as in
the cases of Symchych, Chuiko and
Krasivsky.
According to the new penal code of
1959, no sentence could be longer than
15 years, nevertheless, my husband was
sent to complete his 25-year sentence.
Due to the inadequate enforcement
of such retroactive legal policies, many
Ukrainians continue to serve 25-year
sentences, as in the cases of Symchych,
and Pidhorodetsky. Two women priso
ners, Kateryna Zarytska and Odarka
Husiak, also completed their 25-year
sentences, and were released in 1972 and
1975, respectively.
In the late 1960s the Ukrainian
human-rights movement intensified.
An underground journal, Ukrainian
Herald, appeared. The editors of this
Journal, Chornovil and Khmara, are
still imprisoned.
The Prague Spring gave rise to new
hopes. While some foresaw an immi
nent Soviet intervention, others be
lieved in the deterring strength of
Western opinion. From 1969 to 1970
searches intensified, and we sensed that
we were constantly monitored. Even
Ivan Svitlychny's trash did not escape
examination.
As time passed, those sentenced in the
60s returned to their homes. My hus
band's 25-year sentence was nearly
completed, but in 1970 he received an
, additional term. The USSR was return
ing to the policies of the Stalinist era,
when a prisoner's sentence could be
repeatedly prolonged. In 1970, how
ever, this was done within the boun
daries of the legal system, in a period of
renewal of "socialist legality."
My husband's trial brought him a
new sentence, and in addition a special
decree was issued against me. This
decree was presented to the medical
institution where I was employed. The
medical personnel had already grown
accustomed to my unorthodox views,
but after the special decree was issued, it
became common knowledge that I did
not approve of any re-education of my
husband by prison authorities.
I wish to note that Soviet prisons and
concentration camps are now referred
to as rehabilitational and re-educa
tional institutions. In these re-educa
tion programs relatives are also in
cluded. I, for example, was instructed to
convince my husband to admit to his
ideological and political mistakes, to
fulfill his daily work norms, and in
short, to become an ideal Soviet man!
Sentences of long duration for reli
gious or ideological and political activi
ties are most trying for prisoners and
their families. To their sufferings is
added police interference into family
matters. This is especially difficult for.
families with young children: mothers1'

who take their children for prison visits
are threatened with loss of parental
rights. Indeed, to refer to an imprisoned
father as a martyr is dangerous for
mother and children.
In 1971 Ukraine witnessed a change,
incomprehensible for that period, in
party and administrative leadership.
The head of the KGB was replaced. All
this foretold, as is said there, a "tight
ening of the screws."
In December 1971, I was arrested. I
had foreseen this, although I had not
foreseen that this was to be the begin
ning of a new massive repression. A year
later 1 became aware of the vast extent
of the arrests when I was sentenced and
sent to a women's camp in Mordovia.
Therefore, I went from the status of wife
of a political prisoner to that of political
prisoner.
This was one of the first instances, in
the post-Stalinist thaw, of a return to
anti-Ukrainian repression directed at
entire families. This practice had never
really ceased, as in the case of the
Shukhevych family.
I submit here for the record my
statement on Yuriy Shukhevych, cur
rently serving his 29th year in Soviet
prisons, merely for refusing to renounce
his father. ("Testimony of Dr. Nina
Strokata-Karavansky on Yuriy Shu
khevych, Ukrainian Political Prisoner
Since 1948," published in ABN Corres
pondence, No. 3 4 1981.)
Now let me return to the topic of the
prisoners, victims of the repression of
1972, whom I encountered in Mordo
via:
о Iryna Senyk, poetess and nurse,
former political prisoner of Stalinist
camps, where her mother and brother
were also imprisoned.
" Iryna Kalynets-Stasiv, poetess. Her
husband Ihor Kalynets was imprisoned
immediately after her arrest.
" Stefania Shabatura, artist. Her
fiance Marian, in protest against her
arrest and the arrests of other Ukrainian
intellectuals, publicly in a Lviv bus
manufacturing plant, thrust an iron rod
into his heart. After hearing about his
suicide, Stefania turned prematurely
grey.
e Nadia Svitlychna, sister of Ivan
Svitlychny, imprisoned shortly after her
brother's arrest.
^ Oksana Popovych, electrical worker,
former prisoner of Stalinist camps, was
arrested in 1974. Shortly before the
arrest she underwent orthopedic sur
gery on her hip. Her operation called for
long and special convalescence. Re
sponding to KGB orders, her doctors
issued a report permitting interroga
tion. Upon receiving permission to
interrogate, the investigator issued a
warrant for her arrest. Ms. Popovych
was sentenced to a Mordovian concen
tration camp in 1975, the International
Year of the Woman. Oksana entered the
camp on two crutches, on which she is
(dependent to this day.
Much literature about Soviet prisons
and camps can already be found in the
West. But many are under the impres
sion that Moscow's system of repression
is not as severe today as it was in the
initial period of the enslaving archipe
lago. Having personally experienced
the conditions of today's re-educational
labor institutions, I arrived at the
following conclusion:
The unsanitary conditions of a priso
ner's daily existence — directed against
the prisoner's mind', body and spirit —
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are indisputable proof of the use of
torture in the USSR.
For further information, I refer you
to my commentary, "Anti-Existence
and Punitive Sanitation." ^'A
General Commentary on Soviet
Legislation Concerning Legal Proceed
ings and Implementation of Penalties";
a shortened version of this article
appeared in Ukrainian in The Ukrai
nian Woman in the World, Nos. 3-4,
1980.)
I completed my prison term in 1975.
However, I was not permitted to return
to Ukraine. The city of Tarusa became
my place of forced residence. You may
have heard about Tarusa from Аіек–
sandr Ginzburg's testimony. It was also
from there that Anatoliy Marchenko
left for one of his imprisonments.
In Tarusa I lived under administra
tive surveillance. This is a refined
method of restricting the rights of
former prisoners. Administrative sur
veillance is an overt police-observation
combined with house arrest in the
evening and at night. In addition to this,
one who is under administrative sur
veillance is obligated to work even if he
is unable to find employment in his own
profession.
Please accept the documents also of
Ivan Kandyba, which shed light on the
situation of those who, after having
served their sentence, are subject to
restrictive freedom. ("Russian Unlawful
ness in Ukraine; The Life of a Martyr"
by Ivan Kandyba. Munich, 1980.)
Tarusa has railroad connections to
Ukraine and to Moscow. This enabled
my friends to visit me and to keep me
informed about the dissidents'activities
and therebirthof Ukrainian conscious
ness. When the police grasped how
convenient my location was, they began
to persecute my visitors. They were
stopped on the street and forcibly
brought into police stations for searches
and interrogations.
Having familiarized myself with the
situation in Ukraine and beyond its
borders, I supported the idea of creating
a Ukrainian Helsinki Group to promote
the implementation of the Helsinki
Accords. The declaration of the group's
formation, as well as the group's basic
documents, were published in English
by Smoloskyp Publishers ("The Human
Rights Movement in Ukraine; Docu
ments of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group,
1976-80," Smoloskyp Publishers, 1980).
For further information, I refer you to
the above-mentioned book.
Pogroms directed against the Hel
sinki groups commenced on the first
day of their existence.
If I were asked what is the current
situation of the Ukrainian Helsinki
Group, I would answer: "The group is
severely repressed."
I present to you my statement on the
Ukrainian Helsinki Group. ("Ukrainian
Helsinki Group: Half-Decade of Re
pression," statement of Dr. Nina Stro
kata-Karavansky, July 25, 1981.)
My husband was released from pri
son in the fall of 1979, having spent
more than 30 years in prison. He was
then 59 years old. Sviatoslav was placed
under administrative surveillance, and
was forced to work even though the
official retirement age for men in the
USSR is 60. In addition to this, he was
not eligible for any pension, since,
having spent more than half of his life in
prison, he did not have the required
minimum years of work service and
would never be able to attain this status.
My husband joined the Ukrainian
Helsinki Group while in prison.
Two participants in an unsanctioned
organization in a family of two mem
bers was too much for a police state. For
this reason, we both were threatened
(Continued on page 16)
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Ukrainian pro hockey update
bv Ihor N. Stelmach
by

Kindrachuk released
by Capitals
Since new management took over the
operation of the Washington Capitals,
the club has struggled from an almost
bottomless pit into playoff contention.
They have done it with afirmpolicy that
has most recently consigned Ukrainian
centerman and veteran Orest Kindra
chuk to the ranks of the unemployed.
Axing popular players is no way to
spread joy at holiday time, but most
observers feel it was essential to get
things moving in Washington. Previous
management played nice guys, pro
bably too nice.
Ironically, Kindrachuk got to play all
of four games (scoring one goal) in his
too brief Capital career. After having
been exuberantly welcomed following
his acquisition as a free agent this past
off-season from Pittsburgh^ his severe
back problems and the team's policy of
going with youth leaves him one step
away from retirement.
Always an inspirational on-ice leader
and productive playmaker, Orest en
joyed prosperous times with his first
employers, the Philadelphia Flyers,
where he gained respect and acclaim on
two Stanley Cup winners. These quali
ties led to the Pittsburgh Penguins'
desire to obtain Kindrachuk for its
struggling club, a desire eventually
realized in a trade. His back problems
started catching up to Orest in Pitts
burgh where he was nonetheless desig
nated team captain for two full seasons.
His production remained quite note
worthy during those two years as a
Penguin. Last year, though, was a
season filled with frustrating misery, and
Pittsburgh decided to let him go as a
free agent since his contract had ex
pired. Washington gambled on him,
hoping he could, still contribute as a
veteran with invaluable experience.
UKRAINIAN AMATEUR DRAFT
Ukrainian center Dale Hawerchuk,
first team All-Star and Memorial Cup
MVP, was the premier selection of all
junior leaguers selected in the 1981
amateur draft. Hawerchuk, amazingly,
followed on the heels of defenseman
Dave "The Franchise" Babych, the 1980
No. 1 pick.
Why amazingly? Well, it just so
happens that both Hawerchuk and
Babych have been not only the top draft
choices, but both are Ukrainian and
both were tabbed by the same team,
Winnipeg, where they currently wreak
havoc as teammates. Whereas it's
certainly an honor to see a young
Ukrainian's hockey talents be unani
mously recognized by hockey's scouts
as the best in the entire draft, Ukrai
nians should rejoice doubly with backto-back honors.
Eleven Ukrainians in all were offi
cially selected in the annual league
Round
1st
2nd
2nd
5th
3rd
4th
3rd
5th
5th
6th
9th

draft. Of these 11, only Hawerchuk
successfully made the leap directly into
NHL play. Four others have already
spent time on their respective teams'
active rosters this season; two of them
(goalie Malarchuk and center Yaremchuk) have actually participated in
league play. (Chernomaz and Sidorkiewicz are the other two who have been
recalled but did not play.)
The majority of the youngsters were
under-age draftees, thus enabling their
parent clubs to return them to their
junior league teams for continued
seasoning. Their junior eligibility ex
pires once they turn 19 when they must
be signed to professional contracts and
assigned to minor league affiliates.
From the above group, Gary Yaremchuk and Richard Zemlak are currently
in the minors.
Each and every one of the drafted 11,
from the No. 1 pick to Zemlak, the
209th pick, has as his dream to some day
take a regular turn as a player in the
National Hockey League. For a few,
Dale Hawerchuk is an example, the
goal will be triumphantly realized. For
others, their careers will consist
of many long years of bus rides through
the small-town minor-league circuits.
TRANSACTIONS
Calgary - Carl Mokosak, LW,
recalled from Brandon (WHL) and
returned.
Colorado — Steve Janaszak, GT,
returned to Forth Worth (CHL).
Minnesota - Mike Antonovich, C,
recalled from Nashville (CHL).
Quebec - Clint Malarchuk, GT,
recalled from Fredericton (AHL).
Washington - Peter Sidorkiewicz,
GT, recalled from Oshawa (OHL) and
later returned; Orest Kindrachuk, C,
released as free agent after Capitals
bought out his contract.

щ^

^

^ X

UKRAINIAN SCORING L E A D E R S
(includes games of Saturday, December 26)
PTS.
A
GP
G
57.
35
27 . 30
N.Y.I
Mike Bossy
56
Wash.
35
26
30
Dennis Maruk
42
36
13
29
St.L. .
Bernie Federko
40
37
18 , 22
Winn.
Dale Hawerchuk
37
18
Winn.
36
19
Morris Lukowich
. 37
37
11
26
Van.
Stan Smyl
21
32
33
11
Chi.
T o m Lysiak
20
30.
37
10
Winn.
Dave Babych
34
5
22
27
St.L.
Mike Zuke
26
-24
11
15
St.L.
Wayne Babych
36
14
10
24
Det.
J o h n Ogrodnick
35
6
16
22
L.A.
Dan Bonar
18
27
7
11
Tor.
Rocky Saganiuk
29
7
7
14
Edm.
Dave Semenko
29
0
7
7
Tor.
Fred Boimistruck
5
30
1
4
Hart.
Paul Shmyr.
5
N.Y.R.
28
2
3
Ed Hospodar
5
15
0
Bost.
5
Larry Melnyk
Chi.
0
0
3
0
Miles Z a h a r k o
0-1-0
Colo.
2GP
7.80 AVG
Steve Janaszak
Que.
0-1-1
2GP
7.00 AVG
Clint Malarchuk

Bobby Hull scored his 610 in 16 years
and 1,063 games); this season became
fastest ever to reach 250 goals — in his
315th game; in early November signed
lucrative seven-year contract for esti
mated S4.5 million...
NttL UKRAINIAN PLAYER OF
THE WEEK
MIKE BOSSY
і New York islanders
In the four Islander victories prior to
Christmas week, Mike Bossy tallied
four goals, including one game-winner,
added five assists for a total of nine
points. Honored as our second Player

of the Week, Mike is seventh on ,the
NHL scoring list at press time.
Runner-up: In four Winnipeg Jets
games, left-winger Morris Lukowich
topped the scoring parade with three
goals (one a game-winner) and three
assists for a six-point week.. і
Coming in our ne`xt update: an upclose and personal feature of Chicago
Black Hawk Ukrainian Tom Lysiak —
how he has responded since being
acquired from A llama; most recent
Ukrainian hockey headliners; up-tothe-minute gossip from around the
NHL and much more...
v

UKRAINIAN UTTERINGS: ExBoston Bruin Johnny "Chief Bucyk
now doing color commentary on Hub's
radio network and recently honored by
induction into NHL Hall of Fame;
Washington Caps boast Ukrainian
trainer in Bill Bozak; coach Larry Pleau
explains Hartford Whalers claimed vet
Paul Shmyr on waivers from Minnesota
for "team leadership and character"
qualities; Toronto Globe and Mail's Bill
Houston conducted poll and learned
that II of NHL`s general managers
rated St. Louis Blues Ukrainian Wayne
Babych league's third most underrated
player; Maple Leafs and Flyers ru
mored to be after Ranger Ed Hospodar; under-age defender Fred Воіті–
struck, Toronto's No. 2 draftee, stabiliz
ing erratic blueline...
MIKE SHOWS WHO'S BOSS: (a
further update of Mike Bossyisms) 60
goals needed to become the fastest
scorer of 300 goals in league history;
conceivably projected for 600 goals in
his first 10 years in league: (consider

UKRAINIAN AMATEUR D R A F T
Team
Player
Pos. '80-81
League
Dale Hawerchuk Winnipeg
C
Cornwall Q H L
Toronto
C
Portland W H L
Gary Yaremchuk
C
Victoria W H L
Rich Chernomaz Colorado
RW Regina
Phila.
WHL
Dave Michayluk
Quebec
G T Portland W H L
Clint Malarchuk
Chicago
RW Portland W H L
Perry Pelensky
Calgary
C
Peter Madach
HV 71
Sweden
G T Oshawa O H L
Peter Sidorkiewicz Wash.
Vancouver RW Victoria W H L
Stu Kulak
John Morosak
Hartford
D
Victoria W H L
Richard Zemlak
St. Louis
C
Spokane W H L

No.
1st
24th
26!h
65th
74th
75th
78th
91st
II 5th
130th
209th

PIM.
4
72
38
21
63
54
35
66
12
22
12
31
23
83
20
59
125
18
2

Age
18
20
18
19
20
19
18
18
18
18
18

Islanders' No. 22 - Mike Bossy.
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Panorama of Ukrainian culture in the Big Apple
by Helen Perozak Smindak
This afternoon at 3, pianist Thomas
Hrynkiw and cellist Nestor Cybriwsky
will combine their talents in the second
concert of this season's Ukrainian
Composers Series at the Ukrainian
Institute of America, Fifth Avenue and
79th Street. Mr. Hrynkiw is well known
to the Ukrainian community. Mr. Chybriwsky, a recent graduate of the
Juilliard School of Music, is the first
cellist of the Maraccaibo Symphony in
Venezuela and performed with the or
chestra when it gave a concert at Carne
gie Hall last fall. Today's program in
dues Stanislav Liudkevych's "Elegy,"
consisting of an old Galician theme and
18 variations in B-flat minor, and Vasyl
Barvinsky`s "Variations."
Mr. Hrynkiw -was the musical direc
tor for the series' first program, which
offered "Vertep," a traditional Ukrai
nian Christmas puppet show accom
panied by 17th century carols, and
"Nocturne," a one-act opera by Mykola Lysenko. Series coordinator Andriy Dobriansky reports that the Christ
mas program is "going on the road" to
the Ukrainian Cultural Center at 700
Cedar Road, Abington Township, Pa.,
where a performance, will be given on
January 16 at 6 p.m. Featured musi
cians in the Lysenko opera at this
performance will be Mr. Hrynkiw and
violinist Raphael Wenke.
Mr. Dobriansky, a busy fellow in
deed, conducted the choir of St. George
Ukrainian Catholic Church in carol
singing during the Christmas liturgy on
January 7. This weekend, in addition to
overseeing details of today's concert at
the institute, he is appearing on WQXR
Radio (96.3 on the FM dial, 1560 on
AM) as a guest on the Singers' Round
Table, an intermission feature on Satur
day afternoon at 3 during the live
broadcast of the Metropolitan Opera's
presentation of "Hansel and Gretel."

Four choirs of the New York Metro
politan area, together with members of
New"York`s Bandura Ensemble, Metro
politan Opera bass-baritone Andriy
Dobriansky and soprano Marta Кокоі–
ska-Musijtschuk teamed up on Decem
ber 13 at Washington Irving High
School to honor the renowned Ukrai
nian composer Mykola Leontovych.
Although the occasion did not come off
as the glorious symphony of sound that
one might have expected from such an
aggregation, the thought was there. The .
Ukrainian community paid homage to a
composer who is lauded for his "origi
nal choral polyphony" and for works
known as "beautiful miniatures worked
out with the greatest attention to
detail." (I quota Dr. Wasyl Wytwycky,
author and researcher on Ukrainian
music, who penned these critiques in his
contribution on music to the book
"Ukrainian Arts," published in 1955 by
the Ukrainian Youth League of North
America.) Leontovych, whose "Shchedryk" ("Carol of the Bells") is well
known outside Ukraine, was killed by
an assassin's bullet in 1921. During the
concert, Leontovych's choral works and
arrangements of Ukrainian folk songs
were performed by the Boyan Chorus of
Perth Amboy, N.J., directed by Roman
Lewycity and accompanied by members
of the New York School of Bandura led
by Julian Kytasty; the Promin Chorus
and bandurists directed by Bohdanna
Wolansky; the SUM-A Zhayvoronky
Girls' Chorus with soloists Maya Blum
and Mariyka Reshitnyk, directed by
Lev Struhatsky (this group included
"Shchedryk" among its offerings); and the
Dumka Chorus, directed by Semen
Komirnyj (tenor soloist Basil Tershakovec). Ms. Kokolska-Musijtschuk and
the Dumka Chorus joined voices in

excerpts from Leontovych's unfinished
opera "The Rusalka's Easter." For the
finale, the four choirs were massed on
stage to accompany Mr. Dobriansky as
he sang thereverent"Oy, ziyshla zoria"
(The Evening Star). The concert was
opened by Michael Spontak, president
of the United Ukrainian American
Organizations of New York, spon
sor of the event. Prof. Simon Woshakiwsky of Irvington, N.J., gaye an
address on Leontovych`s life and work,
and Kalena Cziczka-AndrienUo, presi
dent of the Ukrainian Music Institute in
New York, read resolutions protesting
Moscow's repression of Ukrainian
artists, in particular composers, and
calling on Ukrainians in the diaspora to
"preserve and defend Ukrainian culture
and independence."
An exhibit of illustrations by Yaroslava Surmach Mills for a children's
bilingual prayer book was held in
December at the Ukrainian Canadian
Art Foundation in west Toronto. The
artist and her father, octogenarian
Myron Surmach Sr., were present for
the exhibition preview and reception on
December 6. (Yaroslava, always inte
rested in Ukrainian crafts and folklore,
also paid a visit that day to the Eastern
branch of the Ukrainian Museum of
Canada, which was celebrating the
official opening of new quarters in St.
Vladimir's Institute in downtown To
ronto.) The series of original color
illustrations, mounted in frames se
lected by the collector `vho bought the
whole lot of 70 paintings, will make a
cross-country Canadian tour and may
be shown in New York before being
installed in its permanent home, St.
Demetrius Ukrainian Catholic School
in Toronto. The 150-page full-color
prayer book, printed in English and

From K ihrough P
Costumes by Kulyk - reads the
program for "Shop," the drama with
music by the Yiddish playwright H.
Lievick, now playing at the Folksbiene
Playhouse, 123 E. 58th St. The play
deals with the struggle of New York's
immigrant garment center workers to
win better lives for themselves. Kulyk is
dancer-choreographer Andrei Kulyk,
currently teaching ballet at the New
York Academy of Ballet and Dance
Arts and character classes at the JoP`"ey
Ballet company's school.
Carol singing by the Dumka Chorus
is on the agenda today at St. Vladimir's
Ukrainian Orthodox Church, 160 W.
82nd St. in Manhattan. With Semen
Komirnyj conducting, the chorus will
sing immediately after the divine liturgy
and the elevation of St. Vladimir's
pastor, the Very Rev. Volodymyr Bazylevsky, to the rank of protopresbyter.
Bishop Mark, assisted by priests from
Ukrainian Orthodox churches in the
area, will preside over the ceremony of
"crowning."
A surprise attraction at the Novem
ber 27 concert of the virtuoso bandurist
quintet which 1 wrote about in the
December 6 Weekly was the husbandwife team of Petro and Halyna Kytasty
of Detroit. Their presentation of Ukrai
nian folk and lyrical songs was roundly
applauded by the audience. Mr. Ky
tasty, a member of the Shevchenko
Ukrainian Bandurist Chorus, and his
wife are the parents of Julian Kytasty,
director of the bandura course at
Rutgers University in Newark.

Ukrainian for children in the 5r9`age
group, is said to be correct for,.adherents of both the Ukrainian Catholic
and Orthodox faiths. Titled "The
Chidren's Guardian Angel Prayer
Book," the volume was planned by St.
Demetrius' pastor, the Rev. John Tataryn, and associate pastor, the Rev.
Terry Lozynski, with assistance from
Morris John Diakowsky (English edit
ing) and Daria Diakowsky (Ukrainian
translation).
Opera singer, playwright and author
are credentials that can be applied to
one person — Iryna Nicolai, who was
born in Rostov-on-the-Don in Ukraine, spent her early years in dis
placed persons' camps in Germany and
lived in Los Angeles before settling in
New York some 20 years ago. Miss
Nicolai, whose family name is Bukshenko, wrote a one-act play, "The
Enemy," set in a village in Ukraine on
the eve of the signing of the peace treaty
in World War II. The play has an ironic
twist — one of the story's four major
characters is a Nazi who knows that the
treaty is to be signed the next day.
Directed by Jane Stanton, "The Enemy"
and another short work by Miss Nico
lai, "Fugue," enjoyed а ІОЧІау Off-OffBroadway run in December at the New
Vic Theatre on lower Second Avenue.
Miss Nicolai, a spinto dramatic lyric
soprano, is working toward a Ph. D. in
education theater at New York Univer
sity and is writing a book, a collection of
fragments about life in Ukrainian DP
camps, to be titled "The Byzantine
Mosaic." She also has plans to rewrite
"The Enemy," since she was distressed
to learn that at least one playgoer
construed the drama as "pro-Nazi and
anti-Ukrainian."
Oils and etchings by Arcadia Olen
ska-Petryshyn were shown from De
cember 13 to January 3 at the Ukrainian
Institute of America. Plants, greenery
and window views of gardens in bloom
formed the main theme of Ms. Petryshyn`s work, with muted greens, purples
and gold shades predominating in the
oil paintings. Prices ranged from S30
and S35 for fine-line etchings such as
"Night Yuccas" and "Cactus Blooms"
to S600 for an oil painting titled "Birch
Forest." The Ukrainian Museum in
Saskatoon, Sask., held an exhibit of
Ms. Petryshyn`s lithographs and oils
from December 11 to 20. Prints of the
artist's oil painting "Tropical Cactus"
are on sale in the gift shop of The
Ukrainian Museum in New York, as are
prints of Jacques Hnizdovsky`s woodcult "Fern" and Bohdan Borzemsky's
color graphic "The Owl," The major
part of the proceeds from the sale of
these limited-edition prints goes to the
museum. Prints may be orderedby mail
from The Ukrainian Museiijn, 203
Second Ave., New York, N.Y? 10003.
("Tropical Cactus" is 11 7/8 bf 13 5/8
inches - S45, "Fern" is 13 by 13 inches
- S75, and "The Owl"is 13 by K) inches
-S40).
|
Basso Paul Plishka, who makes his
first appearance at the Metropolitan
Opera this season on January 11 in
Verdi's "Luisa Miller," was among the
singers featured in the benefit recital for
the Raymond Michalski Scholarship
Fund, held on January 3 at Alice Tully
Hall in Lincoln Center.
Warner Bros, and Columbia Studios
have indicated interest in a manuscript
about the struggles of the Ukrainian
Insurgent Army (UPA), prepared by
Ihor Pryshlak, the co-producer of the

A work by Arcadia Olenska-Petryshyn.

(Continued on page 13)
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Pennsy governor opens Christmas program
HARRISBURG. Pa. - Pennsyl
vania Gov. Dick Thornburgh and his
wife Ginny opened the cultural holiday
festivity, "Christmas... An Ethnic Ex
perience," on Sunday, December 20, at
the William Penn Museum here.
Gov. Thornburgh welcomed the
visitors to the ethnic Christmas tree
exhibit by placing a Christmas ball on
the Pennsylvania multi-ethnic tree. In
his Christmas message to all PennsyU
vanians, the governor said that "the vast
family of the human race must try to live
together in peace and harmony."
The governor continued: "In Penn
sylvania we are all immigrants who have
combined to create this great common
wealth and nation since William Penn
first came to America to enjoy the
freedoms of the new world."
The event was jointly sponsored by
the Governor's Heritage Affairs Advi Gov. Dick Thornburgh (second from left) and his wife Ginny join with Ukrainian
sory Commission (GHAAC) and the American Commissioner Waiter Darmopray, Vera Nakonechny, Alexandra
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Shwed and her son Roman for "Christmas... An Ethnic Experience" in
Commission. It was open to the public
Harrisburg, Pa.
through January 10.
GHAAC Commissioner Walter Dar- ethnic tree with distinctive or unusual and toys, wood pau......fea and Ь-оль.
The "ethnic experience" concluded
mopray coordinated the Ukrainian trimmings from its native country.
American community tree trimming
Sunday with a Lively Arts Presentation
with help from the Ukrainian National
The day's festivities featured ethnic from various ethnic communities across
Women's League of America. In addi displays in the museum's Village the state. The Ukrainian Dance En
tion to its community tree, each of the Square and Memorial Hall. The Ukrai semble of Philadelphia presented
ethnic groups contributed to the de nian exhibits included embroidered dances from the Hutsul and Poltava
corating of the Pennsylvania multi- articles of clothing, children's puzzles regions.

The currents are tricky,
and it `s a challenge
staying off the sandbars.

Slow Boat to New Orleans.
T

he day my company transferred me out here to
the Midwest, my boss said, "It's only for a short
while, Doug'.' That was six years ago. Long enough
to meet Jan and get married.
Oh, I like it out here, all right.The people are
nice and the land is beautiful. But I sure do miss the
ocean.
You see, until I came out here, I had lived and
worked all my life by the sea. Sailing was my passion.
-Summer, winter, good weather and bad, I loved the
ever-changing moods of the ocean. Now, here I am
landlocked in a small Indiana town. Married and raising
a family.
When I met Jan she was working in our payroll
department. And after we were married she insisted we
both join the Payroll Savings Plan and start saving for
something special with U.S. Savings Bonds. Our own
little dream.
I told her about my dream, "How about a
35-footer so we can sail Lake Michigan on weekends?"
"But honey, I get seasick on sailboats!' Her voice
trailed off as she watched the shock register on my face.
"Seasick?" I screamed. "My one and only wife?
No one in my family has ever been seasick! I'm sur
rounded by landlubbers!'
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"Will you settle for the river?" she brightened.
"I've got a great idea. A houseboat. It's comfortable,
steady and we can take long trips down the river."
It didn't take very long to pile up enough U.S.
Savings Bonds to make a down payment on a big, shiny,
new houseboat that rode as smooth as any bus.
Last summer, we took a trip that led into the
Mississippi River, then down to New Orleans. Jan didn't
get sick orfce. Maybe this is a good way to wean her to
some real boating.
Meanwhile, it's fun. 'Course it isn't like handling
a racing sloop in the Atlantic; but the currents are very
tricky, and it's a challenge just staying off the sandbars.
And I'm seeing a lot of the country I'd never get to see
any other way.

United Slates Savings Bonds will help your ship come in.
Join the Payroll Savings Plan at work or the Bond-aMonth Plan where you save. It s smooth sailing.

Suffolk County College
offers pysanka course
RIVERHEAD, N.Y. - Suffolk
County Community College, Eastern
Campus, is offering a non-credit course
in Ukrainian Easter egg decorating. The
course begins Thursday, February 4,
with a class size limited to 25. Partici
pants will be accepted on a first-comefirst-served basis.
At the suggestion of UNA member
George Lomaga, who is a professor of
earth science at the college, UNA
Branch 256 decided to participate in
an ethnic festival sponsored by the
Eastern Campus. The branch presented
an exhibit of Ukrainian culture, includ
ing a demonstration on making pysanky, and received many compliments
for its exhibit. Due to the wide interest
in the demonstration, the Eastern
Campus established the decorating
course which has become quite popular.
For further information, contact the
Eastern Campus, evening division, at
(516) 369-2600, ext. 218 or 219.

NYC extends
X-mas observances
NEW YORK - In accordance with
the Julian calendar observed by the
Eastern Orthodox Church, Mayor
Edward Koch has declared that the
official Christmas tree in front of New
York City Hall will remain decorated
and lit through January 19.
The City Parks and Recreation De
partment also announced that the
Christmas tree, at 39 locations through
out the five boroughs will remain lit
through January 19, in recognition of
the Eastern Orthodox Church's cele
bration of Christmas.
The mayor announced that he is
pleased to acknowledge the Orthodox
holiday observations in appreciation of
the many contributions made by the
various Eastern Orthodox communi
ties to the city of New York.
Staten Island, too, will observe
Christmas through January 19 thanks
largely to the efforts of a Ukrainian
resident, Irene Pechko-Hewka.

Florida Ukrainians win
Christmas parade prize
LAKE WORTH, Fla. - The Ukrai
nian American Club of the Palm Beach
es took second prize in the annual Lake
Worth Christmas Parade.
The club has been in existence one
year, and it was the first time that
Ukrainians were represented in this
event. There were 177 units, and the
parade was five miles long.
The prize was a monetary award and
the club will use the money to further
Ukrainian culture and traditions in the
area.

Insure and
be sure

JOIN THE UNA
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Manitoba parents' group reports
on bilingual education program
WINNIPEG - A community meet
ing, convened by Manitoba Parents for
Ukrainian Education, took place on
Tuesday, December 15, at the Ukrai
nian Cultural and Educational Centre.
During the meeting, MPUE's represen
tatives presented brief reports about the
development of Manitoba's EnglishUkrainian bilingual program. Present
at the meeting were representatives of
Ukrainian Church and community
organizations in Winnipeg.
The meeting was chaired by Prof.
Roman Yereniuk, MPUE's vice presi
dent. He called on MPUE's executive
director, Myron Spolsky, to report on
the development of the bilingual pro
gram and of the organization itself.
Now in its third year, the bilingual
program has a total enrollment of over
500 students in 26 classes in eight public
schools in six different school divisions
and one Ukrainian Catholic school.
At each school where the program is
in place there is a parents' committee,
which cooperates, with teachers, princi
pals and school board trustees to ensure
the future growth of the program. More
importantly, the local parents'commit
tees are responsible for the actual
recruitment of students into the pro
gram during the annual school registra
tion period ,. ,
All of the parents' committees ope
rate under the aegis of MPUE, which
coordinates their activities at the pro
vincial level. This includes the develop
ment and maintenance of contacts with
all levels of government, the coordinaJion .pf,.the .annual recruitment cam
paign and the- publication of supple
mentary teaching materials. In order to
publish these materials, MPUE incor
porated Dzvin Publishers, which will be
able to take advantage of wide sources
of funding, for this purpose.
Mr. Spolsky pointed out that there is
little doubt that the bilingual program is
the most effective program available to
teach Ukrainian. The recently com
pleted survey of students in the pro
gram, conducted by the research branch
of the Department of Education, clearly
shows that after two years of language
instruction, children in the program
achieved more than 70 percent on
standard language tests of understand
ing spoken and written Ukrainian.;
These statistics areeven morestriking
wHen one considers that only 4 percent
of the children in the program come
from families where Ukrainian is used
for more than 75 percent of the time.
The vast majority, 77 "ercent, come
from families where Ukrainian is
spoken for less than 1.0 percent or is not
understood at all. Less than 40 percent
of the families are members of a Ukrai
nian church or a community organiza
tion. Approximately 60 percent of the
children come from mixed marriages or
totally non-Ukrainian families (14
percent).
MPUE's president, Terry Prychitko,
provided information about the:or
ganization and about the financing of
Ukrainian language courses. He pro
vided" statistics ,tfrSclf indicated that the
Ukrainian community has sadly ne
glected `tKferІігеа;ГіЬ'в fact is now

reflected in the poor enrollment
in Ukrainian language courses. Ukrai
nian "Ridni Shkoly" (schools of Ukrai
nian studies) in Manitoba have fewer
than 1,200 students in Manitoba, while
enrollment in Ukrainian language
courses in the public school system has
dropped to less than 2,300 (there were
5,500 students in these courses in 197071). If this decrease is allowed to
continue, then we can fully expect that
Ukrainian courses at the university level
will be in jeopardy very shortly, he said.
That the community has neglected
thefinancialaspect of "Ridni Shkoly" is
revealed in these statistics: the Ukrai
nian community in Manitoba, which
numbers approximately 114,000 people,
contributed a total of 5231,720 in
registrations and donations, which
amounts to a per capita of population
contribution of S2.02 or S49.30 per
student.
The German community of Mani
toba, which numbers 123, 065, contri
buted 51,691,875, which equals a per
capita contribution of S13.74 or 5133
per student. The small Jewish popula
tion of Manitoba, which numbers only
18,675 people, contributed 51,994,950,
equalling a per capita contribution of
5106.30 or 51,130.28 per student.
Mr. Prychitko appealed to those
present and generally to the entire
UkrainiaiiTcomrrrunity`tO give a greater
priority to the question of Ukrainian
language education, particularly in the.
area of finances.
, ,
" `"-`.
MPUE recently'адсофогаїеД-Тпе
Osvita Foundation, the-gcal of which is`
to raise 5500,000 within the next three
years for its principal fund. Because the
financial support of the federal and
provincial governments to MPUE,
which commenced in June 1980, will
end in March 1983, the foundation will
provide the crucial funding required to
continue the recruitment activities of
MPUE.
The foundation's fund-raising cam
paign will be formally initiated at a
concert featuring children in the bilin
gual program, which will take place at
2:30 p.m. on Sunday, January 24, at the
Manitoba Centennial Centre Concert
Hall. Tickets are available by calling
MPUE at 943-9131.
Mr. Prychitko then recognized some
of the major donors to MPUE: the
Shevchenko Foundation (54,250), Ukrainian Reading Association Prosvita
(51,000), Ukrainian National Federa
tion, St. Boniface Branch (5700), and
the Ladies Auxilliary of Kniahynia
Olha (5500).
The newly founded foundation has
received pledges and donations from
the Ukrainian Catholic Brotherhood
Branch of St. Michael's Parish (51,000)
and from Metropolitan Andrey (5100).
During the open discussion which
followed Mr. Prychitko's presentation,
the Very Rev. Semen Izyk, representing
Metropolitan Maxim Hermaniuk, read
the metropolitan's message of greeting
and presented Mr. Prychitko with a
cheque for 5500, which is a donation
from the Archbishop's Chancery of the
Ukrainian Catholic Church of Canada
to the new foundation.

щ Share a goodthing
-pass The Weekly on to a friend
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PREVIEW OF EVENTS
Sunday, January 10
NEW YORK: The second concert in
the Ukrainian Composers Series at
the Ukrainian Institute of America
will feature pianist Thomas Hrynkiw
and cellist Nestor Cybriwsky. They
will perform works by Liudkevych
and Barvinsky. Program starts at 3
p.m. at the institute, 2 E. 79th St.

Ukrainian National Womens League
of America will hold a "Yalynka"at
St. George School on East Sixth
Street at 2:30 p.m. The program will
feature a traditional Ukrainian
Christmas Eve dinner, a fairy tale for
children and a buffet.

Saturday, January 23
NEW YORK: The Plast branch will
hold a Christmas gathering and
observance of the Day of Solidarity
with Ukrainian Political Prisoners at
its headquarters on Second Avenue
at 10 a.m. Special guest: Dr. Nina
Strokata Karavansky.
Saturday, January 16
MAPLEWOOD, NJ.: The Senior
Ukrainian Orthodox League of the
Holy Ascension Parish here extends
a warm Ukrainian welcome to its
sixth annual "malanka"at the parish
hall, 650-652 lrvington Ave., Maplewood, N.J.
Prior to the "malanka," evening
vespers will be held at 7 p.m. At 8
p.m., a roast beef dinner will be
served, immediately followed by an
evening of music and dance, supplied
by the sounds of the Chary orchestra.
The midnight hour will provide a
buffet, along with party favors.
For ticket and table information,
contact the church rectory at 7633932,, or Halya Slinko at 373-0797,
between 7" and 9 p.m. 'i,.
v`.` ... -`'r-` ".1-і

Sunday, January \І

?rt`.'.'.

Щ.

NEW YORK: Branch 83 ofTthe

MINNEAPOLIS: The Ukrainian
Student Club at the University of
Minnesota will hold its annual club
"malanka."
Friday, January 29
NEW YORK: The Barnard/Colum
bia Ukrainian Students Club is
sponsoring a dance to the music of
the Vodohray band at 9 p.m. at
Columbia University's Wollman
Auditorium, Ferris Booth Hall, at
115th Street and Broadway. Admis
sion is 54.
Sunday, January 31
WOONSOCKET, R.I.^Ukrainian
Cultural Concert (commemorating
Ukrainian Independence Day) will
be held at St. Michael's Ukrainian
Orthodox Church auditorium, 74
Harris Ave., at 2 p.m. The program
will feature the Odessa Ukrainian
Dancers of Rhode Island and the
Bandura Male Chorus. Master of
ceremonies will be Alex Chudolij.
Tickets will be sold at the door.
Profits will be used to send mem
bers of the dance group to Soyuzivka's Ukrainian Dance Workshop.

RECENTLY PUBLISHED'
LEONID PLYUSHCH

HISTORY'S
CARNIVAL
A DISSIDENT'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY

EDITED AN0 TRANSLATED
BY MARCO CARYNNYK

S14.95
4

postage

" Here is an exceptionally able and attractive personality whose open dissent over a decade involved
him in the affairs of human rights activists. Ukrainian patriots. Jewish emigrants and Crimean Tatars Here is
the same man punished by tour years of captivity, first in iails. then in the toils ol the KGB's corrupt
psychiatry And here is the heroic resistance ol his wrfe and friends - the sine qua non for the Western
campaign that eventually springs him from a Dmpropetrovske prison - and soon afterward from the Soviet
Union
"Mr Plyushch tells this whole remarkable story with striking but not false modesty He constantly
digresses to expound his views on a multitude of related topics cybernehes. psychology:psychiatry, politics,
history, sociology, anthropology, nahonalism. language, literature, ethics and - perhaps his ultimate
concern - philosophy Sometimes his thoughts are convenhonal. or tantalne one by not being developed.
More often they are highly intelligent and stimulating - as when he discusses the Soviet elite's trend toward
making itself hereditary or the need lor the democratic movement to widen its platform
PETER REDDAWAY
The New York Times Book.Review
May 20 1979

NOW AT OUR BOOKSTORE SV0B0DA' a NEW JERSEY RESIDENTS i \ SALES TAX

SVOBOOA BOOKSTORE
30 Montgomery Street

Jersey City. N J 07302
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Elected chancellor
EDMONTON - , PeteLsavaryn was
recently elected chancellor of the Uni
versity of Alberta and chairman of the
University Senate.
Mr. Savaryn, who will begin the
traditional four-year terra of office on
July I, was elected by the 62-member
Senate at its meeting on November 20,
1981.
A resident of Edmonton, Mr. Sa
varyn was a senator and member of the
University's Board of Governors in
1972-78. He holds B.A. and L.L.B.
degrees from the university and was
admitted to the bar in 1957. He esta
blished his own law office in 19S9 and
became`a queen's counsel in 1974.
Mr. Savaryn has not refrained from
associating himself with a host of
political, cultural and community en
deavors. A sampling of these includes
the Alberta Progressive Conservative
Association (president), the Edmonton
East РІС. Association (president), the
Fort Edmonton Historical Foundation,
the Canada West Foundation, the
Ukrainian Canadian Committee Ed
monton (past president), the Alberta
Cultural Heritage Council (founding
member), the Canadian Foundation of

Notes on people
Ukrainian Studies (president of the
national executive), St. Josaphat`s
Sehior Citizens Home (director)and St.
Michael's Nursing Home (director).
He was co-chairman of the commit
tee that prepared briefs to the govern
ment of Alberta and the Joint SenateCommons Committee on the new Ca
nadian Constitution.
As chancellor-elect, Mr. Savaryn will
take advantage of the time between now
and his installation to acquaint himself
fully with the duties of office and the
issues arrayed before the University.
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Admitted to bar

Catholic Church's telecommunications
network which will link dioceses
throughout the nation starting this year.
Mr. Lew, a native` of Ukraine, is .
parish general manager of Holy Trinity
Ukrainian Catholic Church in Silver
Spring, Md.
He was selected as president of the
Catholic Telecommunications Network
at a meeting of its board of directors on
November 20. CTNA is a fdr-profit
corporation whose outstanding capital
stock is owned entirely by the United
States Catholic Conference, the national;
level action agency of the Catholic
Church.
Named president of
Mr. Lew's selection as president was
Oksana Skypakewych Xenos
by Bishop Louis E. Gelineau of
telecommunications network hailed
Providence, R.I., chairman of trie
DETROIT - Oksana Skypakewych
WASHINGTON - Wasyl M. Lew, board of directors.
Xenos was admitted in December to the
-41, director of operations for the Bell ft
bar of the U.S. District Court for the
"Since advertisements for the posi Eastern District of Michigan and to the
Howeir Satellite Network,' has been
named first president of the Catholic tion were placed in national publica bar of the U.S. Tas Court.
Telecommunications Network of Ame tions in late August and early Septem
Ms. Skypakewych Xenos graduated
ber," Bishop Gelineau said, "the search
rica,
from Wayne State University Law
As president of "the CTNA, he will committee responsible for screening School in June 1981. She successfully
serve as chief executive officer of the and recommending candidates has passed the Michigan Bar Examination
received over 200 resumes.
and was licensed to practice law in
"The position calls for a number of November of that year.
She is currently employed as an
skills and qualities — demonstrated
technical competence, administrative attorney with the U.S. Treasury De
partment.
experience in creating and directing a
She is a graduate of Immaculate
telecommunications network, and a
high degree of familiarity with and . Conception Ukrainian Catholic ele
commitment to the Church. Mr. Lew is mentary and high school's in Hamqualified in all of these areas, and we are tramck, Mich., and of the School of
confident that he will give outstanding Ukrainian Studies in Detroit. During
leadership to the Catholic Telecommu her childhood years, she was an active
member of Plast and studied piano in
nications Network."
Of the 172 dioceses in the United the Ukrainianі Miisic-Ihstiftoe iii Detroit
States, 89 have indicated their intention under the tutelage of Marta Tarnavsky
to join the new system within its first and Boris `Maximovich.
Ms. Skypakewych Xenos earned her
three years of operation. The Catholic
Telecommunications 'Network will undergraduate' degree from Wayne
State
University in Slavic languages and
begin an exp^rimerttal service Jo dio
ceses in March, with September the literatures and her master's degree in the
start-up date for full program and Russian language. Following comple
information services:five hours a day, tion of her graduate studies, she spen^ a
half year studying `a't the University of
five days a week.
Planning and feasibility studies for Leningrad, USSR. Sl\e thereupon
entered
active duty in the.U.S,..Army as
the new system have been under way for .
more than two years under the direction an officer in the Adjutant General
of the Communication Committee and I Corps. She,hpkis.the rank of captain in
Department of the United States Catho the U.S- Army Reserves.. She is the daughter of Jaroslava and
lic Conference.
-,.
і J|,,
The system will provide religious . Stephan Skypakewych;, she and. her
programming as well as internal com parents :are members of UN, A Branch
munication services to diocesan receiver ' 20. Ms. Skypakewych Xenos and her
facilities for local, redistribution via . husband Theodore, are ,the parents of
cable, broadcast and institutional out Elias, 4. ,
lets.
Mr. Lew has served since September ' Earns master's degree
1980, as director of operations for the
Bell A Howell Satellite Network in .
MORGANVILLE, N.JI:-T- Marianne
Washington. In that position he di- ' Fedyschyn has been awarded a master
rected a government-funded project to . of arts degree in- management and
create and operate a teleconferencing supervision, from Central University.:
Otto Graham, one of football's greatest
system
for the U.S. government.
Mrs. Fedyschyn is a group manager
quarterbacks, has made a successful comeback: from
From 1972 to 1980 he served as with the Internal Revenue Service.
colorectal cancer. And today, he's feeling good
Other members of the. Fedyschyn
program manager in the Office of Space
enough to keep working full time as Athletic
and Terrestrial Applications of the family are also no strangers to academic
І
'. -,
National Aeronautics and Space pursuits.
Director of the Coast Guard Academy. Your
Agency, Washington. In that capacity
Stefan is a 1978 graduate from the
donations have helped fund the research and
he was responsible for management of U.S. Naval Academy with a bachelor of
advances in treatment necessary for a recovery like
post-launch activities of four NASA science degree in electrical engineering.
applications
technology satellites and He is a first lieutenant in the Marine
Otto Graham's. And the recovery of almost
the communications technology sa Corps and is stationed in Norfolk, Va.
2 million others who are living proof,that your
tellite.
Gary, after achieving a degree in
contributions count..
Other positions he has held are criminal justice, is pursuing a master's
project engineer, Astronautics Divi program in public administration at the
sion, Naval Air Systems Command; University of Colorado.
electronic engineer, Oceanographic
Christopher, a 1981 U.S. Naval
Office, Department of the Navy; and Academy graduate, also in electrical
systems/design engineer, NASA God- engineering, is an ensign in the U.S.
dard Space Flight Center.
Navy and is stationed at Pensacola,
Fla., where he is training to be a pilot
Mr. Lew graduated from the Univer
He was goalie for the winning Navy
sity of Scranton in 1961 and received a
master of engineering administration hockey team ending with a 14-2 season.
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER AS A PUBLIC SERVICE
Lisa is currently enrolled in a compu
degree in 1973 from George Washing
ter science program at Brookdale.
ton University.

CANCER CAN BE BEAT.
American Cancer Society
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Archepqrcf\y

creates Office of Religious

PHILADELPHIA - The Archbi
shop's Chancery has announced the
establishment of a permanent Office of
Religious Education (OJREJ, which is
now temporarily housed in the chancery
but(dirig, located at 815 N. Franklin St.,
ГІЄГЄІ

The ORE may be contacted by
writing to: Sister M. Jerome Roman
OSBM, Director, Office of Religious
Education, 815 N. Franklin St. Phila
delphia, Pa. 19123; telephone: (215)
627-Ф143.

. :"`'`

Metropolitan" Archbishop Stephen
Sulyk has appointed Sister M. Jerome
Roman OSBM the director of the
Office of Religious Education.
The Office of Religious Education is
authorized to grant all official directives
for the catechetical programs in English
and Ukrainian for the parishes of the
arcfieparchy, and will serve as the
resource center for parish catechetical
needs.
Sister M. Jerome Roman OSBM
(Continued from page 9)

spine-tingling movie "The Black Pearl,"
shown at the Ukrainian Institute on
December 11, The movie, starring silent
film great Gilbert Roland, represented
Spain in the International Film Festival
at Gijon in northern Spain in 1978 and
was named the Best Family Picture of
the Year at the Dallas Film Festival in
1979. Mr. Pryshlak, who was born in
Peremyshl, Ukraine, and lived in New
York before moving to Spain in 1963,
says his film, to be titled "Slava," will
combine action, romance and history
and will recreate some real episodes
from World War II. To obtain factual
material for his script, Mr. Pryshlak
conducted interviews with UPA vete
rans from Chicago, Detroit and New
York, and had the script approved by
UPA veterans. Between 1963 and his
return to New York in 1979, the film
producer spent four seasons as a player
on the professional volleyball team Real Madrid. He became involved in book
ing acts and bands for night clubs and
then in casting and co-producing several
films.'

Christmas thoughts

Education

`l і The Office of Religious Education is
available to serve the catechetical needs
of clergy and catechists.

:

Panorama...
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The immediate aims of the ORE are:
to evaluate existing catechetical pro
grams; to assist in the establishment of
new programs; to be in direct contact
with.all catechists through periodic
newsletters.
Under consideration is the develop
ment of the catechist training program
at Manor Junior College in Jenkintown. Pa.

At the meeting of the Philadelphia
Archeparchal Catechetical Commis
sion on December 16, Metro
politan Sulyk approved the following
commission members; the Very Rev.
Msgr. Russell Danylchuck, executive
director; Sister Anthony Ann
Laszok O S B M , a s s i s t a n t d i 
rector-secretary; Sister M. Jerome
Roman OSBM, director, Office of
Religious Education, and assistant
director. Parish Catechetical Programs;
the Rev, Roman Mirchuk, assistant
director, Ukrainian language catechesis,
and assistant director, League of Ukrai
nian Catholic Youth.

Three-month-old Nicholas Bohdan
Oleksiuk has more than the protective
arm of his five-year-old sister, Nadiya
Bohdanna, to be happy about. He now
enjoys the benefits of being a member of
the UNA family. Little Nicholas, his
sister and parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bobdan W. Oleksiuk, are all members of
UNA Branch 320 m Baltimore.

UKRAINIAN MUSIC SERIES
UKRAINIAN EDUCATIONAL 8. CULTURAL CENTER
and UKRAINIAN MUSIC INSTITUTE of PHILADELPHIA, Pa

Sunday January 31, 1982

presents

BRANCH MEETING

"V E R T E P"

The Holy Ghost Branch 237 of Chester. Pa.,
will hold the Yearly Meeting on Sunday,
January 31,1982 at 11:30 a.m. in the church
hall of St. Mary's. 3rd and Ward St.. Chester,
Pa.
The officers will give their reports, election
of officers and delegate to Convention. Dis
cussion for the good of the UNA.
MICHAEL KRYKA. Secretary

A TRADITIONAL UKRAINIAN CHRISTMAS PLAY (Puppet theatre)
Ancient Christmas carols

NOCTURNE - a one-act opera
Music M. LYSENKO. libretto LUDMYLA STARYTSKA CHERNICHIVSKA

Saturday, January 16,1982 at б p.m.
Ukrainian EducationalfeCultural Center

REAL ESTATE

700 Cedar R d . Philadelphia, Pa.
COME TO FLORIDA
FT. LAUDERDALE-HOLLYWOOD AREA
Apts. - Hotels - commercial - Keademni
JOHN W. LEWE"EC - BROKER-SALESMAH
Merrill Lynch Realty. MCK. I K . Realtors
201 fl. University Drive, Plantation. Fl. 33324
Office: (305) 473-2600. Eves: (305) 742-4524

Staging
Musical director
Choreography

ANDREW DOBRIANSKY
THOMAS HRYNKIW
ROMA PRYMA BOHACHEVSKY

Tickets can be ordered by calling Ukrainian Center S6.50. Students S Seniors S5.00.

(215) 663-1166

(Continued from page 6)

sible joining of hands and voices to
celebrate the birth of Jesus Christ. I felt
there was a spirit of hope for our
brethren in Ukraine-due to the present
situation in Poland.
After vespers, a short walk to the
spacious new church hall for the
traditional Christmas Eve dinner, spon
sored by the St. Olha Ladies' Society.
The hall was tastefully decorated for
Christmas; there were Ukrainian-pat
terned placemats and napkins, donated
by a Mr. Iwanycky, which added much to
the festive atmosphere. Over 200 diners
were seated comfortably. The Rev. O.
Oryshkewych, pastor, offered a special
prayer and blessing; Ukrainian and
American Christmas carols were sung
by the church choir, ably directed by
Maestro Bohdan Bemko.
Then the much-awaited announce
ment: the son and daughter-in-law of
Mr. and Mrs. Lewenec, St. Pete pa
rishioners, had arrived from Ukraine
via Moscow, misrouted to Petersburg,
Alaska (two more days of air travel
due to an error at the point of origin).
The fatigued but beaming travelers
offered their greeting from Ukraine. All
joined in the happy Lewenec reunion;
needless to say, there were few dry eyes.
This 1981 Christmas will be remem
bered, as well as those many white
Christmases spent at Soyuzivka, when
my home for 38 years was located a short
distance away.
Khrystos Rozhdayetsia!
Mary Andreyko
. '
Pinellas Park, Fla.

те., (201) 371^004
S C I

LOURDES - ROME PILGRIMAGE

S C O p e t R a O e L ТПС

Departing: August 25, 1982
C A B APPROVED PUBLIC CHARTER

845 Sanford Avenue. Newark. New Jersey 07106
TOUR I
LOU RUBS
HAHSBILIE
HICE
FMHHTC4
HOME

TOl R II

Aug. 2 6 - 2 9
Aug. 2 9 - 3 0
Aug. 30 - S e p t . l
Sept.
1 - 3
Sept.
3 - 7

LOUBDBS
MARSEILLE
MILAH
VEHICE
SOME

Aug. 26 - 29
Aug. 39 - 30
Aug. 30 - Sept.l
Sept. 1 - 3
Sept. 3 - 7

LOUEDES
MARSEILLE
MILAN
FLOREHCE
ROME

Aug. 26 - 29
Aug. 2 9 - 3 0
Aug. 30 - S e p t . l
Sept.
1 - 3
Sept.
3 - 7

F i r o t c l a o o Eotolo
S i n g l e Boom

rUj29.00
120.00

Firstclass Hotele
Single Room

ІШ9.00
110.00

Fir itclaas Hotels
Single Room

11459.00
110.00

Touristclass Hotels
S i n g l e Boom
T r i p l e Rm.Deduction

Ц269.00
100.00
25.00

Tourlstclaes Hotele
Single Boom
T r i p l e Em,Deduction

Я299.0О
90.00
25.00

Touristclass Hotele
Single Boom
T r i p l e Rm.Deduction

11289.00
90.00
25.00

PRICE INCLUDES: A i r t r a n s p o r t a t i o n v i a CAPITOL ISTBBHATIOHAL AIRWAYS DC8 A i r c r a f t Kevark/Lourdee-Eome/Hewark .
Pri
v a t e n o t o r o o a c h t r a n s p o r t a t i o n throughout i t i n e r a r y a Accommodations i n f i n r t c l a s s o r t o u r i s t c l a s s h o t e l e ( a s p e r
c h o i c e ) i n t v i n bedded rooms w i t h p r i v a t e f a c i l i t i e s о Meal p l a n based on MAP ( b r e a k f a s t / d i n n e r d a l l y ) ж Half-Day
s i g h t s e e i n g t o u r s i n Lourdos, Milan, V e n i c e , N i c e , F l o r e n c e and Borne о T r a n s f e r s e r v i c e s t o Ukrainian F e s t i v i t i e s i n
Lourdes and Rome н One s u i t c a s e a l l o w e d f r e e on c h a r t e r f l i g h t (weight l i m i t hh l b s ) and one p i e c e of hand luggage
t o t a l dimensions of which a r e not t o exceed 29 i n c h e s я. P o r t e r a g e of one s u i t c a s e p e r person throughout i t i n e r a r y щ
A l l h o t e l t a x e s , s e r v i o e c h a r g e s and t i p p i n g t S e r v i c e s of American Express Tour E s c o r t throughout i t i n e r a r y i n Eu
rope and s e r v i c e of U k r a i n i a n s p e a k i n g SCOPE ESCORT from Newark throughout i t i n e r a r y .
OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS:
- P u l l day Florenco E x c u r s i o n from Borne ( l u n c h i n c l u d e d )
- P u l l day C a p r l / R a p l e s / S o r r e n t o E x c u r s i o n from Rome ( l u n c h i n c l u d e d )

8 li3.00 p e r
t Ц6.00 p e r

person
person

PARTICIPANT REQUIREMENT:
- A d e p o s i t o f S25O.0O p e r p e r s o n h a s t o r e a c h o u r o f f i c e by APRIL 1 , 1982. A l l checks and money o r d e r s must be made
p a y a b l e t o FIRST NATIONAL BAEK-SCOPE ESCROW ACC0UHT. Balance of payment i s due by JtTNE 1 , 1982.
- A l l p e r s o n s r e q u i r e a VALID 03A PASSPORT. Persons h o l d i n g a f o r e i g n p a s s p o r t o r o t h e r t r a v e l documento a r e l i a b l e
f o r a p p l i c a b l e v i s a f e e s and h a n d l i n g c h a r g e s .

CHARTER FLIGHT TO THE CONSECRATION OF THE UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC CHURCH IN
LOURDES AND TO SALUTE HIS BEATITUDE PATRIARCH JOSEPH SLIPYJ IN ROME.
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A GIFT OF LASTING VALUE
The following books are available at the Svoboda Bookstore:
THE UKRAINIAN POETS. 1119-1962. selected and tr. by C H. ANDRUSYSHEN
and Watson Kirtconntll

Я5.00

TH( UKRAINIANS Of MARYLAND - edited/written by:
Stephen Basarab. Paul Fenchak. Wolodymyr C Sushko and others

BOOBERANG - The works of VAIENTYN MOROZ by Yaroslav Blhun.
introduction by Dr. Paul I. Gersper
hard І 5.75

DISPLACED PERSON -

by Mane Halun Bloch. decora'ions by Allen Davis

S 7 95

A HISTORY OF THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE-Volume I by Nicholas I FR Chirovsky

S1500

AN INTRODUCTION TO UKRAINIAN HISTORY Volume 1: Ancient and KievanGalician Ukriine-Rus'by Nicholas L.Fr -chirovsky
519 95

THE CHORNOVIl PAPERS C Barghooin

by Vyacheslav Chonwvil. intioduction by Frederick

THE VULNERABLE RUSSIANS -

S 4 75

by Lev E Dobnansky

J 5 95

UKRAINE IN A CHANGING WORLD Papeis presented at tltt conference dedicated
to the 30th Anniversary ot the Founding of iltrnnun Omrtirly ed Wilier
Dushn,ck PhD
S10O0

SPRUCE SWAMP AND STONE - A History ot the Pioneer Ukrainian Settlements.
m (he Gimli Area - by Michael Eerenchuk
Я 1 00

I H ! MASTERS J f S b -Ivanfranko translated by Roman Tatchyn
ПАНСЬКІ ЖАРТИ - Іван Фремко. пороклад Ромаиа Татчии
THE INTERNATIONAL SAKHAROV HEARING Marti Harasowskaand OrestOlhovych

Human Rights in the USSR, ed by
J 8.95

HNIJDOVSKY - Woodcu'.v 1944 1975 a catalogue raisonne by Abe M Tahir. Jr

(25 00

A HISTORYOF U K R A I N E - b y Michael Hmshevsky

S?7 50

THE UKRAINE 1917.1921 A STUOY IN REVOLUTION - edited by Taras Huncnk
with Ihe assistance ot John T von der Heide Cambridge. Mass Harvard Uk
rainian Research Institute 1977 424 pages - hardbound
J15 00

The Ukrainian Herald issue 6 DISSENT ,H UKRAINE - an underground journal from
Soviet Ukraine Trans trom the Ukrainian and ed by Lesya Janes and Bohdan
Yasen
J 6.95
UKRAINIAN EMBROIDERY by Ann Kmit Johanna I u c i o n Loietta ttiCioo

S14 95

REPORT FROM THE BERIA RESERVE - The protest writing ot VAIENTYN MOROZ
Soviet Ukrainian political ptisoner ed and Irans by John Kolasky
S 2 95
THE SHATTERED ILLUSION - The History ol Ukrainian Pro Communist Organize.
lions m Canada by John Kolasky
hard 515 00
soft J 7 95

SHADOWS OF FORGOTTEN ANCESTORS. Mykhailo Kotsiubyntky. Translated
by Marco Carynnyk - with notes and an assay on Uykhailo Kotsiubynsky
by Bohdan Rabchak
H4.S0

UKRAINIANS ABROAD - Offprint trom UKRAINE: A CONCISE ENCYCLOPAEDIA
DyVolodymyrKubi)Oiryc
J 3.00
THE SAGA OF UKRAINE by Myron В Kuropas
THE AGE OF HEROISM
(handling and postage charges included)

THE UKRAINIANS IN AMERICA -

by Hyron В Kuropas

DIE SOWJETISHE NATIONALITATEdPOllTIC NACH STALIHS TOD (1953-1970) Borys Uneytjkyj

THEIR LAND -

S 4 00

S 4 95

by

An Antholody of Ukrainian Short Stories by Michael luchiovich

FATHER AGAPIUS HONCHAIERKO Theodore latne

Iran Franko. POEMS -

IVAN МАПРРА -

COO

110.00

J 1.50

by Clarence A Manning

from translations ot Percival Curtdy by Clarence A Manning

UKRAINE UNOER THE SOVIETS -

I

00

First Ukrainian Priest HI the United States by

HOOERW UKRAINIAN SHORT STORIES-ed byGeorgeS П. luckyi

HETMAN OF UKRAINE -

Ш

J 4 50

by Clarence A Hsnnmj

IN THE GERMAN MILLS OF DEATH 1941 1945 by Petro Mirchul
BUKOVINIAN UKRAINIANS - a historical background am) their self determination
in 1918 by І И Notrosiwsky
J 7 00
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On "the realities..."
(Continued on page 3)

I began these comments, Mr. Chair
man, by reminding you that our meet
ing has not and cannot ignore the
realities of the world that surrounds us.
I return to that. A few days ago the
distinguished chairman of the Polish
delegation reminded us of one of the
harshest of those realities which has
hung over these meetings like'a dark
cloud during all of the period of our
sessions together. We cannot isolate
ourselves from recent events that have
saddened us all as we see the suffering of
the Polish people. My country has a
particularly close attachment to the
people of Poland. Many of our citizens
have their early roots there. There is a
historic interrelationship between our
countries and our peoples.
It is in the spirit of that feeling of
community that the United States
expects all CSCE signatory states to
adhere to the principles of non-inter
vention and non-use of force, and of
non-use of the threat of force, so that
Poland, that proud country, many
strive successfully to resolve its pro
blems and decide upon its destiny
without further violence and blood
shed. The use of violence will not solve
the problems of the Polish people or of
how they should govern themselves.
Within this form of the Helsinki
process, our delegation feels obliged to
recall how moved we and the American
people have been by the developments
in Poland during the past year and a
half. We have seen in that country a
growing respect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms. Poland has
been a living demonstration for the
world of the vitality of the process
launched at Helsinki which is embodied
at this meeting today.
Our regret at recent developments is,
therefore, a profound one. Arbitrary
detentions and beatings and killings;
interference with the free flow of infor
mation, ideas and people; the wholesale
repression of civil liberties; the imposi
tion of military control at the work
place; the use of violence against Polish
workers; and the attempt to stifle and
possibly destroy Solidarity, the legiti
mate expression of the yearning of
Polish working men and women for
dignity — all these represent gross
violations of the final act.
We note these developments with
sadness.
We would deplore any reversal of the
movement of the Polish people towards
з more open and just society. That
would inevitably damage the vital
process launched by the Final Act and
would be a tragedy for the people of
Poland.
Yesterday, President Reagan said
that it is difficult to believe that these
acts of aggression against the Polish
people, could have happened without
the full knowledge and support of the
Soviet Union. Noting the "sharp rever
sal of the movement toward a better
society," he said: "Coercion and viola
tion of human rights on a massive scale
have taken the place of negotiation and
compromise. All of. this is in gross
violation of the Helsinki Pact..." "We
view", he said, "the current situation in
Poland in theJggggtj.of terms,.. Wecall
upon all the free"p^ople toj6ih in urging
, the government of Poland to re-establish
conditions (hat wili make constructive
negotiations and compromise possible."
I remind this body of the obligation
assumed by all of us to refrain from the
threat or use of force; and pf the pledge of
non-intervention in the internal affairs
of other states. The Polish people have
the right`, under the act, "in full free
dom, to determine, when and as they
will, their political status." They have
the right."to pursue their political.

thai ні too many parts o('the world this
idea іь still being looked upon as an
incredibly radical one. it is an unaccep
table idea for many, because it threatens
the power of those who hold the reins of
government in their hands.
The essence of this idea, which is
democracy, is that the individual is the
unit of action best able to judge his own
interests. The stimulation of individual
freedom and initiative is the way of
achieving the greatest good from the
greatest number. We seek these indivi
dual freedoms, and we protect speech,
assembly and the press from the powers
of government as best we can, because
we know that these are prerequisites of
democracy. We believe that the powers
of those who rule must have decided
limits to them.
We know that there are societies
represented in this body who do not
share those ideas. They would look,
rather, upon "classes," "forces," or
other collectives as the units of historic
movement toward a predetermined end
which is beyond human control. They
assert that individuals, groups, socie
ties, who challenge that process cannot
stand in the way of the historic process
in which they believe.
In my own country and in the other
countries which share our belief in
democracy, the reality on occasion, farts
short of our ideals. This is a disappoint
ment to us. It is a disappointment,
however, only because we have hopes
and aspirations that we are still striving
for. The disappointment is a measure of
our commitment to the realization of
our goals.
For my own country, Mr. Chairman,
1 have no apologies to make for our
standard of living, for our standard of.
human rights, and for our standard of
industrial and agricultural production
to meet the needs of our people. Where
as men and women in some other
societies clamor to escape from them,
we find many hundreds of thousands of
men and women seeking to enter our
shores and become Americans. In 1977,
600,000 such people joined us. In 1978,
it was 400,000. In 1980 and 1981 the
figures are substantially larger. This
practical expression of support pro
vides us with an assurance that our
course is the right one, and we rededicate ourselves to its realization.
The big challenge which we all face is
how to harmonize these different per
ceptions of the nature of man and
society so that we can learn to live in
peace with one another. We cannot do
this by ignoring the differences. We
must discuss them and understand
them. We tried "detente"; and during
that period there was a tendency to
assume that since we sought harmony,
we should be blind to the sources of
discord that continued to function and
to eat away at our understanding. For
my country, that limitation on our
vision has been lifted. We now know
that "detente" in the Soviet Union has in
no way dissuaded it from policies of
ideological confrontation and military
aggression, without regard to the stan
dard of peaceful coexistence.
We, on the other hand, are called
"confrontationarand"imperialis'tic"ahd
are blamed for "returning to the spirit of
the cold war" when we present our
values and assert our positions. It ill
behooves those who have used—and
continue to use "- force and the threat
of force against their neighbors to
lecture us on the policy of peace.
"Detente" remains an objective of my
government's policy, but it first requires
an agreement as to its meaning and a
jo^nt commitment іо– it^tWiiza^ioB,`. w`.w ` - ч^і^ЮІШВД ")
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On the Ukrainian Helsinki
(Continued from page 2)

Ukrainian group in one way or another
are connected with this.
Naturally, the Moscow Helsinki
Group, while it was in complete soli
darity with its Ukrainian colleagues, did
not specifically deal with this problem.
For our part, we were left with the
problem of the non-Ukrainian popula
tion of Ukraine, first of all, of the
Crimean Tatars (as is known, the
Crimea is part of Ukraine).
Up to the present time the Moscow
Helsinki Group has put out approx
imately 200 documents. More than 30
of them in one way or another refer to
the situation in Ukraine.
Moscow human-rights activists had
for a long time been helping the Cri
mean Tatars in their struggle for a
return to their homeland, and after the
formation of the Ukrainian Helsinki
Group the Crimean Tatars continued;
as in the past, to turn not to it, but to the
Muscovites who had become perfectly
familiar with their problems. The same
can be said about the Jewish movement
for emigration from the USSR. The
right to emigrate has been a traditional
theme among Moscow human-rights
activists, and Kiev refuseniks, like
refuseniks from other cities of the
Soviet Union, turned to the Moscow
Helsinki Group, as did the Baptists, and
the Pentecostals, including those living
in Ukraine and suffering from religious
persecution.
And, of course, cooperation with the
Ukrainian group also took the form of
direct help, say, in the transmission of
its documents to the West, and also, in
defending the right of the Ukrainian
Helsinki Group to uphold its position.
Documents No. 100 and 102 of the
Moscow Helsinki Group deal with the
application of mafia methods of reprisal
against dissenters in Ukraine (beatings
on the street, fabrication of criminal
charges, threats of rape, unsanctioned
searches, etc.). Defenders of human
rights know from past experience:
Ukraine is like an experimental area for
the KGB, where new methods of "work"
are approved and from there spread to
the entire country.
The most recent documents of the
Moscow Helsinki Group are also about
events in Ukraine and are also distress
ing: the trial of Henrikh Altunian, the
trial of Oksana Meshko, the arrest of
Ivan Kandyba...
While pointing out the violations of
the Helsinki Accords in all those in
stances, the Moscow Helsinki Group
does not go into explanations as to who
in responsible for this - S o v i e t s or
Russians. It makes no sense for those
not directly involved to explain to
adults the reasojns for their suffering;
they themselves think about this con
tinually and intensely arid will find the
answer themselves. `
But history has ruined out thus that
their tormentors bear Russian names
and speak Russian. And the sin for this
is on every Russian, no matter whether
he took part'in determining that history
took this course, or stood apart from it

or even fought against it. What does it
mean to belong to a people, if not to
accept not only their glory but also their
guilt? And every Russian who has a
living conscience should atone for that
guilt.
Defenders of rights rarely explain
their actions to one another, inasmuch
as we understand one another's motives
even without explanations. But I am
convinced that if you ask contributors
to the Chronicle, members of the
Moscow Helsinki Group or any active
human-rights defender, they will say
approximately the same thing.
And ask any member of the Ukrai
nian national movement: does he have
anything at all against these Russians? I
know the answer ahead of time. It is
obvious if only from the fact that while
they, out of principle, speak everywhere
and with everybody only in Ukrainian,
with us they speak in Russian, without
our even asking for this. And in this is
where the secret of "friendship among
peoples" is buried.
The Moscow Helsinki Group, being
an organization engaged in the defense
of rights, unconditionally defends the
constitutional rights of every union
republic to determine what its status as
a state should be, and Ukraine, ob
viously, is no exception. We have de
fended and will continue to defend the
right of everyone to express himself and
act in accordance with those constitu
tional guarantees. Not being a political
organization, the Moscow Helsinki
Group did not express an opinion, nor
should it have, either for or against
Ukraine's secession, and not only
Ukraine's but that of any one of the
union republics as well. We feel that
the determination of the statehood
status of any given republic is the
sovereign right of its people. Ukrai
nians and only Ukrainians, and no one
else, should decide the fate of Ukraine.
We feel that interference from Moscow
in resolving that problem — not only on
the government level but on the public
level as well - would be tactless.
My personal relationship to the
Ukrainian problem also does not allow
me to make any recommendations to
Ukrainians, if only because 1 am con
scious of my dilettantism compared
with their competence that was gained
through much suffering. I can only
speak on this from an outsider's point of
view.
Knowing about the Russophobia of a
significant segment of the Ukrainian
population, I am convinced that it is the
inevitable result of Ukraine's dependent
and humiliating situation within the
USSR. I feel that the elimination of the
reasons for Russophobia would be a
great boon to Russians. I believe that
for the people of an independent Ukraine there will be no reason for
hostility towards Russians.. I think that
this consideration should be a decisive
factor for every Russian wnp is. not
indifferent to the fate of his people, all
the more so because neighborly rela
tions are also the best way to reach a
mutually advantageous resolution of
the pragmatic problems of both na
tions,,

Attefltiurv Students!
1

Throughout the year, Ukrainian student clubs plan and hold

activities. T h e Ukrainian Weekly urges students to let us and the
Ukrainian community know about upcoming events.
The Weekly will be happy to help you publicize them. We will also
b e glad to print timely news stones about events that have already
taken place. Black and white photos (or color with good contrast) will
also be accepted. M A K E YOURSELF HEARD.
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A GIFT OF LASTING VALUE
The following books ire available at the Svoboda Bookstore:
CATARACT - by MykhayloOsadchy

I 3 95

SHEVCHENKO S TESTAMENT - by John Pinchuk

j 4 00

HISTORY Of PUSHKIN S P0UAVA - b y John P Pauls
100K WH0S COMING The Wachna Story by Nary Panmadis
by Willum Kureltk

I 2 SO
Illustration
t 100

HISTORY S CARNIv`AL - A Dissident s Autobiography by Itomd Plyushch.
edited and translated by Marco Carynnyk
S14 95
ENGLISH UKRAINIAN Dictionary-by M L Podvesko
BOUNDARIES Of FtAME - A Complete Collection ol Poetry - Olena Ttliha Com
piled and translated by Orysia Prokopiw
t 6 95
І І О . П М ' Й Н І М Е Ж І - Иоанг ай іанна і и х н й О , г н и Те їй ж .nopa.ut)
па.її й nrprk.ia.ia І)рнсі П р о к и п и

IN DEFENSE 01 ІНЕ UKRAINE CAUSE by Roman Rakhmanny
P01ISH ATROCITIES IN UKRAINE - compiled and edited by Emil Revyuk
STM0NENK0- A STU0Y IN SEMANTICS by l(or Shankovsky
11 CONVERSATIONAL UKRAINIANbyVarSlavutych Fourth edition
bl UKRAINIANFORBEGINNERSbyYarSlavutych Filth revised edition
Cl UKRAINIAN IN PICTURES by YarSlavutych
SPIRIT OF UKRAINE - Ukrainian contributions to ir/orlds culture by D Snowyd

J 4 00
J t 00
SI? 50
j 3 nn
! І ГЇ
І ? SO

UKRAINE AND THE EUROPEAN tURMOIl 1917 1019 m 2 volumes by Mat:he.
Stachm Peter I Stercho and Nicholas L F Chirovsky
S?O 00
IRADITIONAl UKRAINIAN COOKERY - by SavellaSlechishm (Handling and
postage cnargesmciudP(ll
DIPLOMACY OF DOUBLE MORALITY Ukraine 1919 1939byPeterG Slercho

114,00

Europe s Crossroad in Carpaiho
J15 00

THE USSR n OR MIKHAIl STERN - Soviet Justice" vs Human Rights
' ' K
UKRAINIAN WOMEN IN THE SOVIET UNION DOCUMENTED PERSECUTION 1975 80
Compiled by Nina Strokata - translated and edited by Myroslava Stelaniuk
and Volodymyr Hrusrkewych
S 3 25

A STUDY OF VASYl STEFAHYK THE PAIN AT THC HEART Of EXISTENCE - by 0 S
Struk oithloreuordbyG S N Lucky, - b o u n d
t I 50
GRANITE OBELISKS - bvVasylSymonenko

J 5 00

UKRAINE A Brief History by Roman Srporluk

^ 3 00

UKRAINIANS AND JEWS - articles, testimonies letters aed official documents
dealinj mth interrelations of aranuans and tews in the past and present
A SYMPOSIUM -published by UCCA
' 5 00
GREG0R I t U A - Voewort eon Jean Cassou f inluHrenf von Ita Bauer. Ukrtitmche
Freie Umvcrsitat
Vol.1
tn.so
Vol.11
' л и
THE HUNAN RIGHTS MOVEMENT IN UKRAINE. Documents of the Ukrainian
HetoNU6roep.H76-19IO
b-LVeftoatB-Ywrwi
hard S12.95
soft
1.75
COMMUNICATION MEDIA AND SOVIET RATIONALITY POLICY - Status of national
languages in Soviet TV Broadcasting, by WasyTVeryha
S 2.00
Ivan Frinko HIS THOUGHTS AND STRUGGLES-by Nicholas Wacyk

J 7 75

THE UKRAINIAN AMERICAN INOEI - The Ukrainian Weekly 1971
by Christine L Wynar

THE OTHER HOLOCAUST by Bohdan Wytwycky
Many Circles ol Hell
EON A NETTEI CANADA -rjySrjratefPartTuyt

t 3.00

UKRAIHIANS. IN M H S U V A N I A - a contribution to the growth of Ми c

Please select the book or books you cish to have and send remrttance by check or
money order, including postage I I 0 0 to S3 00 (depending on the number ol books)
and a M sales tai lor New Jersey residents, to:

SVOBODA BOOK STORE
30 Montgomery Street a Jersey City. N.J. 07302
PAYMENl ACCEPTED IN U S CURRENCY ONLY .
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A Ukrainian perspective
on the news...

dissident news'commentary'politics"editonals'interviews"people'reviews
community news'culture'the arts'church affairs'education"-upcoming events
special features

THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
We cover it all.
Can you afford not to subscribe?
I would like to subscribe to The Ukrainian
Weekly
for
year(s) (Subscription rates S5 per year for UNA members S8
for non-members)
My name is
- - - I belong to UNA Branch:
.
, „
.
Address
.
City
.
State - - Zip code
„
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On "the realities..."

(Continued from page 7)

with new repressions, even though
many organizations in the West actively
defended us.
Our Ukrainian friends in the United
The government of Poland has been States and Jewish friends irr Israel
well represented here in Madrid by able prepared invitations for immigration.
professionals. I trust that they will The USSR honors only Israeli invita
communicate to the 36 million men, tions.
Thus, we two Ukrainian activists
women and children who live in Poland
the warm feelings of compassion, friend departed from the USSR on November
ship and support for them that is 30, 1979, on a Jewish quota.
In the short time we have spent in
universally held by the American
people. We are proud of the spirit and another world, Ukraine witnessed
courage of the Polish people in their several waves of repression. We have a
firm basis to state that Moscow's
aspiration for freedom.
repressive system has refined its me
1 conclude, Mr. Chairman, with the thods of internal anti-Ukrainian terro
fervent wish of the American delegation rism.
The actions against the Rudenko
and the American government that this
meeting will be able to reconvene on family lie in the general plan of this
February 9 with the determination to terrorism. ^ For further information, 1 refer you
strengthen the Helsinki Final Act and
resume the patient work for peace. It is to my statement on this topic. ("New
our devout wish that we will be able to Soviet Techniques of Anti-Ukrainian
meet again encouraged by a message Terrorism," July 22, 1981.)
1 have attempted to briefly present a
from the Polish delegation proudly
informing us that the people of Poland few aspects of the situation in presentare once again on the way toward day Ukraine. 1 have spoken from my
solving their problems constructively, own experience as a participant in the
within the spirit of the Helsinki Final Ukrainian rebirth of the last two de
Act, without violence, and without any cades.
This situation is complex, unique and
outside interference, force, or threat of
force. The confidence of all our peoples filled with countless human sacrifices.
May the Lord bless those who do not
in the Helsinki process will be, I am
convinced, very much affected by these remain indifferent to the .sufferings of
my nation.
developments.
economic, social and cultural develop
ment" - this is their right - "without
external interference."

THE UKRAINIAN ACADEMY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES IN THE U.S.
If you are interested in the modem history of the Ukraine, read recently published

VOLUME XIV OF THE ANNALS
of the Ukrainian Academy of Arts and
Sciences in the United States
CONTENTS OF THIS VOLUME:
Eugene Pyziur. "Tares Shevchenko and Edmund Burke: Similarities and Contrasts i n their Ideas of
Nation."
Ihor Kamenetsky, "The National-Socialist Policy in Slovenia and Western Ukraine During World
War I I . "
Alex Simironko, "A Paradigm for the Study of Social Control in a socialist Society."
Yaroslav Bilinsky, 'The Concept of the Soviet People and its Implications for Soviet Nationality
Policy."
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Jeff Chinn. "Changing Demographic Characteristics of the Population of the Ukraine."

30 Montgomery Street Ш Jersey City. IN J 07302

Andreas Bilinsky. " T i n Citizenship of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic."
Kenneth C. Farmer. "Politics and Culture in the Ukraine in the Post-Stalin Era."
Grey Hodnett. "The Views of Petro Shelest.".

UKRAINIANS IN PENNSYLVANIA

Also:
One Review Article, twelve Book Reviews, four Book Notes, Chronicle, and Obituaries.

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE GROWTH OF THE COMMONWEALTH

375 pages. S20.00

Pnse. 5 6 0 0 (hardbound). 54 0 0 (softbound)

To obtain it send the check or money order to the

Poslage and handling 50.75

UKRAINIAN ACADEMY OF ARTS 8. SCIENCES IN THE U.S., INC.
206 West 100th Street m New York. N.Y. 10025

New Jersey residents add 5 ^ salex tax
30 Montgomery Street

SVOBODA BOOKSTORE

EDUCATIONAL
LOANS

Jersey City. N.J 07303

UNA STUDENT EDUCATIONAL LOANS
The loan will bear a modest interest rate of З”/оауеаг only on loans made. Interest
will accumulate during the period of schooling and be paid during repayment
period.
As of November 1. children up to 4 ' i years of age who enroll tor S15 0 0 0 ot insurance wilt be guaranteed a S5.000 educational loan. Should they
enroll for 525.000 ot insurance they will be guaranteed a loan of 57 500
Juvenile members ages 5 to 10 enrolled for 5 1 5 . 0 0 0 of NEW insurance will be guaranteed a 54.000 Educational l o a n . It enrolled for 5 2 5 . 0 0 0 of
protection

they will be guaranteed a loan ot 56.000

The protection herein referred to must be under UNA P 20 Certificate

A UNA
FRATERNAL
SERVICE
TO MEMBERS

^
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(Ccetinued from page 14)

GIFT SUBSCRIPTION
In addition. I would like to give a friend one years subscription to
The Ukrainian Weekly
His/her name is
Address
City
State
Zip code
I enclose a check for S

-

A format notice that loan is guaranteed will be sent with Certificate of Protection when it is issued after November 1 . 19J0
Certificate must remain in good standing with all assessments and dues paid until Educational loan is granted and throughout repayment period.
Certificate must be assigned to UNA during the period of the loan and its repayment Either parents or guardian must guarantee repayment of loan
it Juvenile is under age 21 when loan is granted
Educational Loans will be made over a (our year period only lor tuition to the college or institution of higher learning
Repayment of loan begins the 3 months following graduation of applicant and must be fully repaid over a maximum of twenty equal quarterly
installments
Should period ot education lor which loan was secured be reduced or terminated the repayment period will begin immediately

